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WORLD NEWS

OPINION
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A Chechnen
refugee prepares
a meal while in a
refugee camp.

Columnist Ryan Plummer
believes marriage is an
antiquated institution that has
outlived its usefulness.

Weather Today:

Volleyball seniors
play final home
match tonight.

The United States senate has
passed a bill to make the Fallen
Timbers battlefield a national
park.
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Amazing choir graces game
By AMYJO L. BROWN
The BG Newt
Marking a historic
event at this University,
the Gospel
Choir sang with the Falcon
Marching Band during halftime at Saturday's football
game.
It might even have marked
history as the first choir to perform at any college football
game.
"It's not done, especially
gospel music," said Hubert
Tony Jr., director of the Falcon
Marching Band.
Including a gospel show as
one of the half-time performances for the marching band
was part of Tony's goals this
year as band director.
From the beginning of the
season, Tony has had the band
perform a diverse selection of
music. Previous shows included
Motown classics, jazz classics,
movie classics and rock classics. Through such a wide variety of music, Tony hoped to
reach every member of the
audience.
For the final half-time performance, Tony asked the University's Gospel Choir to sing
two pieces, "If I Labor" and
"Medley of Change" as part of
his gospel classics show.
Excited by his request, 60
gospel choir members showed
up at the band's rehearsal Friday night before the game.
"I've never heard of a gospel
choir singing at a football
game," said Tia Thomas, a
sophomore early childhood
major and member of the choir.
Eyeing the several hundred
BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Nathan McDonald, president of the University Gospel Choir, directed the gospel choir at the football game on Saturday, Nov. 13 with the BGSU Falcon Marching Band during the football half-time
show. This marked the first time in University history that any choir was invited to perform with
.the band during a football game.

ment, said de Mul.
On Monday in Jalalabad in
eastern Afghanistan, a mob
tried to storm U.N. offices,
breaking windows and causing
minor damage. A fight between
the protesters and Taliban soldiers resulted in minor injuries,
according to doctors in Jalalabad.
U.N. offices were closed and
U.N. workers confined to their
homes on Monday.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan condemned the attacks.
A statement said Annan
"reminds the Taliban authorities of their responsibility to
protect United Nations property and guarantee the safety of
all United Nations personnel."
The sanctions virtually cut
whatever remaining links
Afghanistan and its impoverished people had with the outside world.
They order the Taliban's
overseas assets frozen and ban
flights owned, leased or operated by the Taliban. Exemptions
to the flight ban would be permitted for humanitarian reasons or to allow the Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca.
With the end of the international flights, all mail in or out
of Afghanistan comes to a halt.
The Taliban say the sanctions
will effect people's ability to buy
food and will hurt the poor the
most.
President Clinton, whose

"I've never heard of a
gospel choir singing
at a football game."
Tia Thomas
Sophomore Early Childhood Major and
Membei oflbei bolr
band members carrying instruments, she said, laughing, "I'm
trying to figure out how we'll
sing above them."
Bundled up in jackets,
gloves and earmuffs to fight off
the cold weather that night, the
Gospel Choir practiced with the
assistance of extra sound
equipment
"This is a phenomenal program," said Nathan McDonald,
conductor and president of the
Gospel Choir. "The Gospel
Choir has not sang at any
school functions like this."
Performing concerts twice a
year on average, the Gospel
Choir is recognized as a student organization on campus.
They hire all their own musicians for their concerts and create their own programs.
The choir first was organized
in 1969.
"It started with a prayer
meeting," said
Cassandra
Nathan, one of the founding
members of the group "It connected us in a different way
than academically. It was our
home away from home."
Cassandra was very excited
about seeing the Gospel Choir
perform during Saturday's football game.
"I thought that was awesome," she said. "I think BG
gets a pat on the back for that."
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Protesters burn U.N. office to
ground in anger over sanctions
By AMIR SHAH
Associated Press Writer
KABUL, Afghanistan — Protesters angered by U.N. sanctions burned a U.N. office to the
ground Monday, set effigies of
President Clinton ablaze, and
scuffled with Taliban troops
guarding the world body's
buildings and equipment.
The United Nations accused
the religious army of not doing
enough to stop the violence,
which has gone on daily since
the U.N. decided to slap sanctions on the country over its
refusal to turn over suspected
terrorist Osama bin Laden.
Bin Laden, a Saudi exile who
lives in Afghanistan, is accused
of masterminding last year's
twin U.S. embassy bombings in
East Africa, killing 224 people.
"The
Taliban
provided
guards and police to U.N.
offices, but they proved powerloss against such large crowds,"
.■■.nil Erick de Mul, U.N. coordinator for Afghanistan, in a
statement issued in neighboring Pakistan.
At demonstrations throughout Afghanistan, protesters
.have burned U.S. flags and effigies of Clinton, and stormed
!U.N. buildings.
In
northwestern
Farah
province, a U.N. office was
burned down, but no one was
'hurt. Other demonstrations
.have resulted in damaged
buildings, vehicles and equip-
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Associated Press Photo
Afghan girls sell bread in Kabul, Afghanistan, Monday, Nov. 15.
U.N. sanctions took effect Sunday as punishment for
Afghanistan's continued harboring of suspected terrorist
Osama bin Laden.
administration spearheaded the airwaves for the first time
the sanction effort, said Mon- since they took control of the
day on a state visit to Turkey capital, Kabul, in 1996. The
that the sanctions will increase religious army's Radio Shariat
pressure on the Taliban to sur- played an anti-American tune
that warned that Afghan's
render bin Laden.
"The people of Afghanistan would get revenge, "even if it
have already paid a high price takes 100 years."
in isolation because of the TalUnder their strict brand of
iban's continued harboring of Islam, the Taliban consider
this terrorist, and that toll will most music against Islam.
De Mul is to meet with Talnow increase," Clinton said in a
written statement. "It is time iban officials Tuesday in Kabul
for the Taliban to heed the will to seek security guarantees for
of the United Nations and end an estimated 40 international
the threat of terrorism that U.N. workers in Afghanistan.
emanates
from
within
The sanctions have canceled
Afghanistan."
the Taliban-run Ariana airline's
The Taliban used the occasion to allow music to return to
I See PROTESTORS, page eight.

Recovered
videotape
suggests
rape
By JOHN SEEWER
Associated Press Writer
TIFFIN, Ohio — A football
player and a wrestler at Heidelberg College were arrested
and expelled from school after
being accused of videotaping
themselves raping a woman
and then showing other students.
"They were proud of it," said
Sarah Smith, an 18-year-old
freshman from Canton. "I
talked to someone who's seen
it. They asked them if they >
wanted to watch it."
Police recovered the videotape, in which the naked
woman seemed to be placed in
different
positions
while
unconscious, according to
court documents.
"She doesn't remember anything." police Lt. Michelle
Craig said Monday.
Nicholas Klingler. 19,ofCircleville, and Nelson Pixler. 18,
of Defiance, were charged Friday with three counts of rape.
The alleged attack happened late Wednesday night
and into early Thursday morning, detective Ron Green said.
The victim, an 18-year-old
Bowling Green State University student, was visiting other
friends on campus and didn't
know the two men, police said.
"It wasn't date rape," Craig
said.
The woman told police that
she had been dr.nking at a
party and that she went into a
friend's room to sleep.
Students who saw the
videotape went to school officials who then called police.
The victim told police that she
did not consent to any sexual
activity.
Police said they were invesi See RAPE, page eight.

Public records are issue
of privacy at University

By GRETA HALE
The BG News
Because the University has
no written policy regarding email retention, a University
Electronic Records Task Force
was recently created to address
this growing concern.
The major concern is that
many faculty e-mails are considered public records and are
being deleted.
Ohio law defines public
records as "records that document functions, operations,
policies and activities of public
institutions." The law does not
specifically mention e-mail.
Court cases have held that email, depending on the content,
is considered a public document, but a precedent has not
yet been set by an appellate
court.
Ronald Lancaster, the chair
of the Computer Science
Department said faculty need
to have more concrete rules for
keeping or deleting e-mail.
"It would be unfortunate if
an employee got into trouble for
deleting something that they
shouldn't have," Lancaster
said.
According to Sandra Svoboda of the Toledo Blade, BGSU
follows the guidelines for saving records published by the
Inter University Council of
Ohio. The council's 1992 manual, however, does not address email documents specifically.
For
example,
Svoboda
reported that according to the

"It would be
unfortunate if an
employee got into
trouble for deleting
something that they
shouldn't have."
Ronald Lancaster
Chan oj Computer Sdmu Department
manual, "files of correspondence, reports and memos documenting the activities of the
offices of the presidents, vice
presidents,
directors,
deans,and chairs should be
kept three years."
According to Ann Edelen, the
University Records manager, a
University Electronic Records
Task Force had its first meeting
and they are working on writing a document to present to
the provost in May. They will
meet every two weeks.
The task force is working on
making a specific retention
schedule for e-mail documents
and other electronic documents.
Edelen said at the meeting
they discussed the definition of
public records, which includes
records dealing with University
business but does not include
personal messages.
Some speculate that faculty
e-mail produces few documents
that are considered public doc• See RECORDS, page eight.
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Only 1 more month to go
It's getting awfully close to
the end of the semester. Are
you feeling the squeeze? In a
month, we'll be into finals.
Wow. Pretty soon you'll be even
more stressed out than you
already are.
I hate to burst anyone's bubble, but seldom to never does
your workload lighten up before
finals, even when it looks like it
will when you consult your syllabus and classmates. Don't
forget that your professors have
a lot more to cram in before the
end of the semester, too (students aren't alone in this).
So, I'm here today to talk to
you about streajs annihilators,
since this is my ast semester of
actual classes and I've been
through these finals weeks
many, many tirries before). And
because I am opinion-free as far
as I can tell, extept in the opinions of my own personal classes
and workloads and that being a
methods student sucks, but I
was prepared for this somewhat before the semester even
started.
Stress annihilator #1: I'm
getting stressed just thinking
about how this semester is
going to end in a whirlwind of
confusion and mental anguishand so I'm going to take several
deep breaths. Inhale. Exhale.
Good air in. Bad air out. You
can handle this; you've made it
through things like this before.

JBach

•
Stress annihilator #2: A
nice, hot bath. (Sorry, all you
on-campus people, this one
doesn't apply to you.) With
bubbles And music (something
soothing). Just don't fall asleep
and drown.
Stress annihilator #3: Clean
your room. I laughed at this
when I saw it listed somewhere
else (cleaning my room can be a
pretty stressful job in and of
itself). But it really is much
easier to keep stress levels
down in a clean room versus
one that has every available
surface piled with junk mail,
bills, homework, notes, etc?
Stress annihilator #4: Give
yourself a night off. Take a
night when you say, "Screw the
notes, screw the reading, I'm
going to relax"
Stress annihilator #5: Call a
friend. Avoid venting if you
can. It really only tends to
make
everything
worse,
because you tend to make it all
bigger than it is. Talk about

something that makes you
laugh. Make plans to do something.
Stress annihilator H 6: Go
out to dinner with a friend. Go
out. Don't order in. Maybe
even dress up a little.
Go
someplace other than BG. Toledo's got some really nice restaurants. Ill be happy to recommend some, if yiu can't come
up with your own. \..
Stress annihilator #7: Don't
procrastinate. Goodness, where
have I heard that before? Oh
yeah, from everyone I've ever
known. Humans are natural
procrastinators. I don't know
exactly how this habit gets
reinforced. Personally, I have
this weird little belief that if I
put it off long enough, maybe I
won't have to do it. (That's happened, like, once.) So, waiting
for your laundry to be done? Go
read those three chapters of
Psych that you're going to have
to read eventually, anyway. Oh,
and a personal tip to anyone
who will ever have to read
Anna Karenina: never, ever
wait till the last minute, I don't
care how good you are at reading. This one takes a long, long
time to get through.
Stress annihilator #8: Turn
up the stereo and dance to a
happy song. (Don't do this late
at night; be considerate of your
neighbors.) Forget the neighbors pounding on the ceiling

with a broom. Don't do it for
long, though, just enough to
make you smile or, better yet,
laugh. An alternative to this is
to go to the rec for a while and
run, walk, swim, play some
games.
Stress annihilator #9: Go see
a movie. On your own. With
someone. It doesn't matter.
Just go. Cinema has always
been what people turn to as a
way of forgetting reality for a
while. You could rent a movie,
but it wouldn't be the same.
Stress annihilator #10: All
hail Ben & Jerry, the ice cream
gods. This sinfully wonderful
treat can do wonders for making you feel better. And I have
it on good authority that they're
not just kidding when they say
"The World's Best Vanilla."
Personally, I prefer Phish Food
or Chocolate Fudge Brownie
(the yogurt version is really
good).
These are just among my
favorite things to do when I feel
overwhelmed and stressed out.
Just remember that it's all in
the planning. And that it'll all
be over soon. (And then you get
to come back and do it again in
January.)
/ don't really have time for
much of anything, but I do try
to make time to check my email: jlohrb@bgnet.bsgu.edu
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Question: Whit personal quality would you like to
improve the most?

Amy Hays
Special Education
Sophomore
"I tike who I am so I
wouldn't want to
improve anything!"

Kara Relcblin
Early Childhood
Education
■ Sophomore
*ffl am very happy
with the person that
lam!"
Liz Down!
| Undecidc
Fieshma
I wish 11
i per.sev
ance. This might
improvojthe overall outlook "
Jaymz Goldsberry
Environmental
Science
Senior
"Procrastination
needs to stopl*

Marco Serrano
Philosophy
Senior
"I have to learn to
protect my bgnet
password."

Marriage: For suckers

SICSIC has outlived
its usefulness at BGSU

outrage! I know that I'm one of
the many religious people on
campus that finds that type of
I've had previous bad experi- attempted humor to be offenences with SICSIC, including sive and distasteful
Also, let's not forget that
an "alleged" sexual harassment
(in which a SICSIC member there are campus tours and
was protected and my discom- alumni visiting to see the
fort disregarded), but today I Union before it is gone. Is that
saw the final shred of evidence how we want them to rememI needed to classify SICSIC as ber our campus?
an unhealthy and negative
In all of my experiences with
influence at BGSU.
them, these masked marauders
When passing the Union on have done more harm than
Friday, I saw a SICSIC sign dis- good. One might argue that
cussing "pooping on a picture of they provide "spirit" for the
the Virgin Mary" This is an campus.

If spirit means abusing one's
anonymity to intimidate and
offend others, then I've had
plenty of spirit. Freddie and
Frieda Falcon are excellent representatives of school spirit.
Why do we need anyone else?
SICSIC is an antiquated
attempt at campus morale and
it infuriates me that part of my
tuition goes to an unnecessary
and unmonitored "secret society."
Jen LaConte
laconte@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Correction
The BG News apologizes for not properly identifying the author of a "Letter to the Editor"
that ran yesterday. The name was Duane Hawkins, at dhaivkinsl976@hohnail.com

As I limp into my mid-twenties, an epidemic is beginning
to take my friends over one by
one. It is the sweeping madness
of marriage. Personally, I am
against it. It is the leading
cause of divorce in the United
States as well as many other
countries.
Now, don't jump to conclusions right away. I am not jaded
about marriage because my
parents separated when I was
too young to understand and
the whole experience scarred
me for life. This is at least partially true of so many people my
age or younger — I remember
in grade school that it was
"chic" to have divorced parents.
And I think that is a reflection
of parents thinking it was
"chic" to get divorced. What a
mess. Anyway, my parents are
still married and might just be
the only two people in the world
who ought to be.
I am
against
marriage
because it is impractical. It
costs money. Lots and lots of
money, if you go the traditional
route. If you fly to Vegas and do
it, you are certainly better off.
But there's still the license and
the flight and other little fees to
worry about. Why is any of this
necessary? If two people are in
love, why not just be in love?
Because it is human nature
to make each other promise
things we cannot really offer. I
often wonder whether marriage
<vas originally a man's idea or a
woman's. They would both have

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt tt. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave
it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to taylob@>bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
web st www.bgnews.com.
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their reasons. Men are possessive, distrustful, and jealous —
they get married because they
foolishly think their lover will
be easier to watch over in marriage. Women are possessive,
greedy, and vain — they get
married for the ring, for the
party, for the opportunity to
dress up real pretty. None of
these reasons arc logical. Even
getting married because you
are in love is illogical, because
you're not going to love somebody any more just because
their ring is on your finger and
you took some sappy vows.
Marriage is also very much
intertwined with
religion,
which contributes to its overall
unacceptability. Any time a
church has their fingers in the
dough, you can bet it's going to
be a bad batch of cookies. This
makes me think maybe it wasn't a man's nor a woman's idea,
but a shrewd, avaricious plot of
some long-forgotten church to
gain extra revenue.
After the inevitable happens
a couple's flame burns out and
they realize they made a horrible mistake, life just gets really,
really difficult. If there are kids
involved, forget about it. They
will develop bizarre sexual
fetishes and frightening collections of weapons they will one
day use to make headlines with
some unpredictable bloody
massacre. They will believe
that love is not a possibility and
live their lives according to this
belief. They will become violent, self-loathing, brokenhearted beasts.
Of course there's the alimony. I know a guy who makes
less money than his ex-wife and
has to fork over 65 percent of
his earnings for alimony. Why?
Because she's a woman. No
matter the circumstances, the
man never gets half of the
woman's stuff. But the woman
always gets two-thirds of the

man's stuff. This leads me to
believe that although marriage
may or may not have been a
woman's idea, divorce was certainly a woman's idea. They
make out like bandits, which is
what many of them are. Can
you imagine what a terrible
curse it would be to have multiple ex-wives?
A prenup is out of the question, since it basically means,
"I'll marry you, but I'll never
trust you." Think about it. "Til
death do you part." It's like,
"This is my favorite t-shirt. I
don't ever want to wear another
shirt for the rest of my life. This
shirt and I are inseparable.
This shirt and I are one." Bullshit! How can somebody just
throw their freedom away like
that?
Freedom is thought by some
to be a curse. A lot of people get
married just so they'll have
somebody to answer to. They
can't pick their nose without
help, so they convince some fool
it's a good idea to imprison
themselves in wedlock.
Here's the major problem.
People feel obligated to get
married because it's such a
norm in our society. Just about
everyone gets married and if
you don't, it's easy to feel like
there is something wrong with
you. It's easy to feel like nobody
wants you and nobody loves
you. When a person begins to
feel that way, it's big danger.
When they get to that point,
they will usually marry the
first drooling schmuck that
shows the slightest amount of
interest in them. People must
realize that love is rare and
marriage is not. And marriage
never equals love.
R.S. Plummer looks pretty
swell in a tuxedo. He is a columnist for The News and can be
reached at rplumm@bgnet.
bgsu.edu.
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Under the Hat
J. Michael Bestul
The weekend always seems non-existent when you're handling
dead bodies.
You wake up early on a Friday morning, fall into a catatonic
state and miss your classes. You then wake up very late, barely
having time to pack clothing for the weekend before you have to
meet up with the van (we call it the 'icebox').
The vehicle then leaves the campus, proceeding to the destination with seven comatose bodies and a driver with a camera. Seconds band together to become minutes, and minutes join together
to form hours. Finally, the destination is reached.
Grabbing your little black books and ycur notes, you rush into
the nocturnal lodgings. After securing a place to rest for the night,
you go out on the town to watch scenes of divinity and mortality.
When you return to your haven, you stumble across a revelation:
Nobody works the nipples like BoBo.
The next day you put on your uniform and go to your vocation.
You spend hours plying your craft in the hopes that someone will
break. After the preliminary rounds of work, you wait in the lobby;
you wait for the epitaphs to be emblazoned upon the new banners.
After the final rounds have been completed, you wait and discuss while a harp plays light sounds that descend upon your ear.
The head of the host organization steps to the front, and the
awards for excellence are distributed. You return to your temporary base of operations elated, but tempered with the knowledge
that you must have the stamina to repeat your performances the
next day.
Sunday comes, and the process is repeated. This time, your
skills outshine the dwindling numbers of others who are at the
second day's festivities. This time, the awards are held the basement of an old building, and the awards are enough to make most
people's mouths water.
You put away your little black books and your notes, change
into your casual clothing, and head back to the 'icebox.' Hours
later, the vehicle deposits you at your campus residence, and you
find the comforts of the sleep you had neglected for eons (days).
God, I love forensics.
7b find out what it all meant, log onto www.bgsu.edu/studentlife I organizations I forensics.

Have you started your
Christmas shopping?

WORD of the day
defunct

Function: adjective

-

Date: 1599

ACROSS
1 Beseech
4. Millstream
channel
10 Dtdlhec-awl
14 Drivers'org
15 Class exercise
16 detoiegras
17 Weoding-parry
member
19 Particle
20 Boredom
21 Watercratt
23 "Do Ya" grp
24 Woods' eg
26 Tom Roc-bins
novel, "Even
Get Ihe Blues"
28 Fruit of a bra-nory
flower
32 Biblical poem
33 Disciples
35 Acts
36 Jewel
39 Locations
42 Prevaricate
43 PC operators
46 Solo
49 Wake up
52 Cats
53 Unfounded
56 Wheatonof
Stand by Me"
57 Period
58 Say out lord
60 Hammetm' Hank
64 Chills and fever
66 Sixty
66 Act peeved
69 Conductor James
70 NATO member
71 Pierre's head
72 Wears away
73 Youngster

Etymology: Latin defunctus, from past participle ol
defungi to finish, die, from de- + fungi to perform
: no longer living, existing, or functioning <the commit-1
tee is now defunct>
synonym see DEAD
The defunct student was unable to finish his final prefect; but the teacher expected something to be turned in
lonetheless.

WEATHER
this week
WEDNESDAY:
Partly
$X
Clo'udy

Ohio weather
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High, 48

Low, 22

AccuWeather* forecast lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

THURSDAY:
Partly
Cloudy
High, 57
Low, 33
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Cloudy
High, 52
Low, 40
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10 Healthy soot
11 Cantaloupe
cousin
12 Cora island
13 Notes from the
boss
18 r.ultible saps
2? Mid oath
25 Doesn't leel well
27
de-France
28 Prego rival
29 Uncloses,
poetically
30 Acrobatic leal
31 Architect I M
DOWN
34 RR stop
1 Bunyan's blue ox 36 Have supper
2 Work lor
37 Dales
3 No pain, no
40 North Pole
4
ol hand
worker'
5" MiscraUcs"
41 Large number
6 Leathernecks org 44 Fish eggs
7 Asimovot
45 Star Trek" crew
Newton
member
8 Like a sell47 Wanted poster into
service laundry
48 Lavender shrub
9 Provides Kinds 1or 50 Take up

;
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CROSS,
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

residence
51 Old Testament
heroine
53 Beauty's love
54 Debate
55 Mechanism lead

Knowing and Improving
Your
Constitution and
tto
Elections Workshop
Open to students and organizaTuesday, Nov. 16
tion advisors. Learn effective
organizational and leadership
8 a.m. - noon
skills. Free refreshments' If
Morning Pic ME Up?
What a way to start the day; any questions arise call 2-2343.
Women's Ice Hockey is selling Ohio Suite, Union.
J

59
61
62
63
65
67

Tim ol WKRP'
Rummage
Approxmateiy
Clean and tidy
Saueeze (out)
Opposite ol
WSW

A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.

£*1 )&T1 T^

coffee, juice, and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
CSC Fast For a World Mar
vest Table
Union Foyer.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Community Service Event,
Panhellenic Council/IFC
Union Foyer.
Noon
Classical Guitar Ensemble
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

7 p.m.
Support Group for Women
With Anorexia and Bulimia
Concerns
PAGE THREE® BRAND The Women's Center, 107
WUMOR COLUMNS STRIVE TO Hanna Hall.
PUT A KOOKY SPIN ON LIFE
7 p.m.
HERE AT BGSU.
Volleyball hosts Cleveland
TAKE THEM WITH A State
(GRAIN OF SALT. WE DO.
Anderson Arena.

149 /25

-

UPCOMING™-""--

Keep updated on the
weather this week and every
week with Page Three®.

r\J

V,

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

8 p.m.
New Music Ensemble
The ensemble is under the
direction by Mikel Kuehn. The
concert is free and open to the
public. Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
8 p.m.
The Magical Millennium
Tour
A show for all ages. $1 donation
suggested. Planetarium.
8 p.m.
Debate: "The
American
Economy is Beneficial to
the Environment"
Explore this topic in the structure of a formal debate. There
will be a portion where the
audience can challenge debaters, and the audience selects
the debate winners! Sponsored
by HSA Informative Committee. Education 115.
8 p.m.

9 p.m.
vision
107 Hanna Hall.
9 p.m.
BGSU College Republicans
Meeting
116 Business Administration.

Wednesday, Nov. 17
10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Education Abroad Display
Table
Receive information on the
manv opportunities the Education Abroad Program has to
ofTer. Call 2-0309 for more
information. Off-Campus Student Center, Moseley Hall.
8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Bowling Green String Quartet
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
8 p.m.
A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum
Classic Broadway musical
romp. Roman slave wheels and
deals for his freedom. University Theatre Production. For tickets, call 2-2719. Eva Marie
Saint Theatre.
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WORLD NEWS

Chess players forced to undergo drug test
Associated Press Writer
MADRID, Spain — Drug-testing has reached a cerebral corner
of the sports world: chess.
Players at a Spanish team championship tournament under
way on the Mediterranean island of Menorca were stunned to
learn Sunday they had to provide a urine sample under doctor's
supervision, the daily El Mundo said Monday.
The Spanish Chess Federation said it was acting on orders
from the government body that oversees sports in Spain and regularly submits athletes to spot checks for use of banned performance-enhancing substances.
In this case, doctors were looking for traces of amphetamines,
tranquilizers, heart medicines called beta blockers and other
drugs that are also banned in physically strenuous sports, HI
Mundo said.
Competitors and tournament officials alike said they had
never heard of a chess player taking drugs to become sharper —
although a good strong cup of coffee was not out of the question.
Jordi Magem, one of the players tested Sunday, took it in stride,
"1 think it is OK. although I know people who are against it
because they feel humiliated," he said.

State lawmakers strive for better schools

on
Cooking

AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON — State lawmakers could fix ailing schools by
giving principals more authority, giving parents more options of
where to send their children and allowing taxpayer dollars to follow students instead of going directly to a given school, says a
group that advises state officials on education policy.
The policy paper released Monday by the Education Commission of the States represents a mainstream group's embrace of
school autonomy, and more importantly, school choice. Until
recently, a handful of groups supported choice — which ranges
from letting children transfer to other public schools in their districts to the more-divisive voucher systems allowing public
money to pay for private and parochial schooling.
The commission is a 34-year-old nonprofit organization that
works with governors, legislators and educators and has more
potential than many other groups to help shape public-education
policy.
The panel is more focused on innovative ways for the nation's
16,000 public school districts to deliver a quality education than
on advocating any one particular system, including private
school vouchers, insisted Sheree Speakman, who helped write
the report.

Birmingham school employees strike

Hubble Telescope aiming system fails
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The Hubble Space Telescope has
halted all astronomical observations because of a failed aiming
system and will remain in hibernation until astronauts arrive
with spare parts next month, NASA said Monday.
"It's quite safe," said program manager John Campbell. "We're
not doing science, so the power load has been reduced. But everything is quite OK."
The shuttle Discovery is supposed to lift off Dec. 6 with a team
of spacewalkers who will install new pointing devices, or gyroscopes, and other crucial replacement parts. The mission had
been scheduled for October but was delayed because of shuttle
wiring problems. Then a contaminated engine had to be replaced
aboard Discovery.
One of three gyroscopes that are needed to aim and hold Hubble steady "just stopped in its tracks" on Saturday morning,
Campbell said. The unit had been acting up for the previous 12
hours, becoming less and less accurate in its guidance, he said.
When the gyroscope failed, Hubblc's computer sensed the
problem and ordered the aperture door to be closed. The computer then put the telescope into a so-called safe mode, which is
akin to being asleep.

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Associated Press Pboto
A refugee (rom Chechnya cooks on a fire in a refugee camp
near Sleptsovskaya, Russia. Ouf of 20,000 people who have
fled Chechnya, some 5,000 live in old, frayed rents.

Associated Press Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Hundreds of teachers, bus drivers
and lunchroom workers went on strike Monday, protesting a
$30,000 raise for the city school superintendent at a time of meager pay increases for other school system employees.
Some of the system's 75 schools were virtually empty as teachers picketed the school board office. Administrators and substitute teachers filled where they could, but many parents kept
their children home from school.
"We have spoken, and no one has listened," Alabama Education Association leader Paul Ilubbert told a meeting of about 500
educators. "Today is the first time we have been listened to."
Teachers in Birmingham lack collective bargaining rights and
do not have a contract. Ilubbert said there is nothing in state law
that says if teachers can strike. But a 1958 advisory opinion from
the state attorney general said teachers cannot legally strike and
that school boards may file suit to force strikers back to work.
Birmingham Education Association President Gwen Sykes
conceded the work stoppage was probably illegal.
"We don't have a legal right to strike, and we could face some
problems because of it," said Ms. Sykes, assistant principal at a
middle school. "But we are willing to go through that."

Nurse gets life sentence for killing 6 patients

Associated Press Photo
Former nurse, Orville Lynn Majors, left, waits to hear his fate from Judge Ernest Yelton in Brazil,
Ind. The judge sentenced him to 360 years for giving lethal injections to six patients under his care
at the Vermillion County Hospital in the mid-1990s.

By JOHN KELLY
Assmiuted Press Writer
BRAZIL, Ind. — A former
nurse was sentenced Monday to
spend >ihe rest of his life in
prison for murdering six of his
elderly patients, a crime the
judge called "a paragon of evil
at its most wicked."
Orville Lynn Majors was
sentenced to six consecutive 60year terms for giving lethal
injections of heart-stopping
drugs to six patients being
treated at Vermillion County
Hospital in the mid-1990s
In a courtroom packed with
relatives of the victims, .Judge
Ernest Yelton stared at Majors
as he imposed the maximum
penalty.
"He was entrusted with
these people's care. In response
he committed diabolical acts
that extinguished the frail lives
of six people," Yelton said.
Relatives of Majors' victims
broke into tears as Yelton read
off the sentences. Majors would
have to serve at least 180 years
before being eligible for early

release.

"At long last, may the souls
of Mary
Ann
Alderson,
Dorothea Dixon, Luella Hopkins, Margaret Hornick, Freddie
Dale
Wilson,
Derek
Maxwell and Cecil Smith rest
in peace," Yelton said.
Majors, 38, was convicted
Oct. 17 of killing six patients —
all those mentioned by the
judge except Smith. A mistrial
was declared in Smith's case
because jurors could not reach
a decision.
Investigators suggest Majors
gave lethal injections to dozens
of patients at the hospital.
A nursing supervisor's study
showed Majors was present at
130 of 147 deaths from March
1993 to March 1995, when the
hospital fired him. A more scientific study, ordered by police,
found Majors was on duty for
63 of 67 deaths in the last six
months of 1994.
However,
prosecutors
pressed charges only in the
seven cases they felt certain
they could prove, and the two
studies were not presented at

trial.
•
Majors looked down at the
defense table while Yeltoji
spoke, and did not react to the
sentence.
His lawyers made no argument for leniency. Attorney
Carolyn Rader told the judge
Majors continues to maintain
his innocence, but that nothing
he or any witnesses could say
seemed likely to change the
outcome.
Three of the victims' relatives made emotional pleas for
the longest possible sentence.
"Mr. Majors, if you don't
want the fruit of sin, then stay
out of the devil's orchard," said
Maxwell's wife, Kathryn.
After Majors was led out of
court, prosecutors and police
officers who spent nearly five
years investigating the ca£e
huddled for a group photo and
congratulatory hugs.
"Justice can never completely be done in this case because
these people are dead, and they
can never be with their families
again," said Greg Carter, one|of
the prosecutors.

Protestants, Catholics find common ground in Belfast
By SHAWN POGATCHNffi
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
— Raising hopes of a breakthrough, American mediator
George Mitchell said Monday
that Protestant and Catholic
politicians
are developing
unprecedented
"common
ground" on how to govern
Northern Ireland together.
Speaking on the 11th week of
his mission to resuscitate last
year's Good Friday peace
accord, Mitchell suggested that
Sinn Fein, the Irish Republican
Army-linked party, now agrees
with the major Protestant
party, the Ulster Unionists,
that the IRA should start disarming "as quickly as possible."
Mitchell, a former U.S. Senate majority leader, said all
negotiators now agree that the
new provincial government
should be formed "at the earli-

est possible date."
Ulster Unionist leader David
Trimble, who would lead the
four-party Cabinet envisioned
in the Good Friday accord, has
insisted for the past year that
the IRA must first promise to
disarm. The IRA has repeatedly
rejected the notion of disarmament.
Sinn Fein leader Gerry
Adams, whose party would get
two of the Cabinet's 12 posts,
welcomed Mitchell's upbeat
remarks and said Sinn Fein
"shares his increasing confidence."
But Adams wouldn't discuss
the prospects for a change in
IRA policy as part of confidential proposals made last week.
Canadian Gen. John de
Chastelain, chairman of the
disarmament
commission
established in 1997 in the negotiations that led to the peace

accord,
followed
up
Mitchell's optimistic assessment by publishing
his
first
publicreport.
It said the
IRA
should George Mitchell
immediately
appoint a representative to the
commission to agree on procedures and schedules for
destroying the outlawed group's
hidden weapons dumps.
"Tlie time is now very short
to achieve |weapons| decommissioning within the time
scale intended by the agreement. Urgent progress is now
needed," wrote de Chastelain,
referring to the accord's expectation that the IRA would totally disarm by May 2000.
A leading moderate within

The BG News is always accepting
applications for reporters.
' Journalism major is not required,
Just an interest in writing.

Ulster Unionist ranks. Ken
Maginnis, said
momentum
was building
toward a deal,
even though
current proposals
conDavid Trimble tained
no
guarantee
that the IRA would discard any
arms soon.
"The stalemate has gone on
for too long," Maginnis said.
Trimble wouldn't discuss
whether he could persuade his
party's bitterly divided membership to allow Sinn Fein to
receive Cabinet posts in
advance of any IRA move to disarm. A vote within the party's
800-strong governing council
would be required for Trimble
to soften his policy.
"We must not run ahead of

"The time is now very short to achieve
{weapons] decommissioning within the time j
scale intended by the agreement. Urgent
progress is now needed."
:
Canadian Gen. John de Chastelain
Chairman oflbe Disarmament Commission

ourselves. It ain't over 'til it is
over," said Trimble, who would
probably be deposed as Ulster
Unionist leader if he lost the
vote.
In a signal that the coming
days will feature carefully
choreographed words and gestures, Mitchell said Sinn Fein
and the Ulster Unionists would
both make formal policy statements Tuesday. That was the
first time in Mitchell's four
years of peacemaking here that

he has announced the timing of
local parties' press conferences.
Northern Ireland Secretary
Peter Mandelson, the senior
British government official in
the province, added to the air of
rising expectations.
"I firmly believe that the people of Northern Ireland want to
give this a go ... and I look forward to the statements and
events that will unfold in the
coming days and weeks," Mandelson said.

Do you know how to take pictures
and develop them? Do you have
knowledge of Photoshop? The BG
News can use you! Stop by
210 West Hall today!
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Organ Collision
"We're The Gents That Remove
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• Complete Wreck Work
• Insurance Estimates

735 W. Newton Rd.
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CALL 353-8618
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Fallen
Timbers
Bottl&lfield to- became pa/it
of JVa&OHcU Polk SqAtem
By KIMBERLY DUPPS
The BG News
The United States Senate has passed bill S.
548 to the House of Representatives,
which would designate the Fallen Timbers
battlefield in Maumee as an affiliate of the National Park System.
The bill was presented by Senator Mike DeWine
and Marcy Kaptur, a member of the House of Representatives. Kaptur presented the bill to the
House and DeWine testified for the House, as well.
They are hoping that the bill will be attached to the
House's suspension calendar, according to Charles
Boesel, spokesperson for Senator DeWine.
If the bill passes in the House and is signed by
President Bill Clinton, Fallen Timbers will be designated as an affiliate of the National Park system.
This will preserve the 185-acre area and recognize
it as a historical battlefield.
"He [Senator DeWine] is very much a strong proponent of Ohio history. He felt very strongly to preserve this piece of land for future generations, so
that they could know the story of Fallen Timbers.
Senator DeWine was very instrumental in the
effort to have Fallen Timbers affiliated with the
National Parks." said Boesel
The story of Fallen Timbers is one of the most
important battles of American history, according to
Art Weber, public information manager of Sidecut
Metropark
"The battle of Fallen Timbers is known by historians as a very important battle. Had the battle
gone the other way. we may now be a part of Canada," Weber said.

The United States won the battle of Fallen Timbers. This was technically the last battle of the
American Revolution, but more associated with the
war of the frontier. The battle was won under the
direction of General "Mad Anthony" Wayne, according to Weber. Wayne was directed to capture the
Maumee River valley area, in hopes to reconcile
efforts to regain the Northwest territory. The battle
took place in August 1794.
The 185-acres, where the main battle occurred,
is what the Fallen Timbers Battlefield Preservation Commission is attempting to preserve with the
bill S. 548
The bill will also designate federal funds to help

buy Fallen Timbers from the Toledo Metroparks,
said Weber. The state of Ohio has also committed
money for the effort to buy the property, as well as
the city of Maumee.
"We believe that this bill protects one of Ohio's
historic resources at a minimal burden to the federal government," said DeWine, when he addressed
the House subcommittee on National Parks and
Public Land.
"It's a huge step in the right direction," said
Weber

Photo taken from
the American
History Illustrated,
Volume III, Number
10, February 1969.
The Battle of
Fallen Timbers by
Ronald C. Hood

Court to rule on invocations at high school football games
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
—
The
Supreme Court re-entered the
emotional debate over .school
prayer Monday, agreeing to
decide whether public schools
can let students lead group
invocations at high school football games.
A Galveston County, Tc^is,
school board is asking the justices to overturn a lower court
ruling that said student-led
prayers over the public-address
system at football games violate
the
constitutionally
required separation of church
and state.
"The school district is not
causing prayer or endorsing
prayer if it leaves to the student the choice of what to Bay,"
school district lawyer Lisa A
Brown said after the nation's
highest court granted review
"There's a long tradition in

many states of having this pregame ceremony of having a
moment of reflection before the
game begins."
The Rev. Barry Lynn of
Americans United for Separation of Church and State contended such prayers at officially sponsored school events violate the Constitution.
"The school's giving you the
microphone, it will sound like
an officially sanctioned religious statement, and that's
what has no place at a high
school football game," Lynn
said.
The Supreme Court's decision, expected by late June,
could help clarify the jumbled
state of the law surrounding
school prayer.
The justices' last major
school-prayer ruling, in 1992,
barred clergy-led prayers at
public school graduation ceremonies. "The Constitution forbids the state to exact religious
conformity from a student as

the price of attending her own
high school graduation," the
court said then.
The ruling was viewed by
many as a strong reaffirmation
of the highest court's 1962 decision banning organized, officially sponsored prayers from
public schools.
In 1993, the justices let
stand a federal appeals court
ruling in a Texas case that
allowed student-led prayers at
graduations.
That
ruling,
which also applies to Louisiana
and Mississippi, conflicts with
another federal appeals court
decision barring student-led
graduation prayers in nine
Western states.
Monday's case comes from an
area of the country where some
people joke that football is
almost a religion.
Four students and their parents sued the Santa Fe Independent School District in
1995, seeking to end studentled prayers over the public-

"The school district is not causing prayer or
endorsing prayer if it leaves to the student
the choice of what to say."
Lisa A. Brown
School District Unvptr
address system at home football games in the Houston suburb. The district's policy allows
students to give an "invocation"
or "message."
The students also challenged
the district's policy of allowing
student-led prayers at graduations, but the Supreme Court
said its review will be limited to
the issue of prayers at football
games.
A federal judge allowed student-led prayers at football
games if students were told to
keep them "nonsectarian and
non-proselytizing." The case
does not involve prayers in
team locker rooms.
A three-judge panel of the

Police Reports Day by Day
Compiled by Broil t l<v"i.tn
BG City A Campus Police
Weekend Blotter
Friday.
Expired operator's license
Jeremy
T Feller. West Poo Road
Driving under suspension and possesslon of marijuana — Larry R Selby.
Jr, Toledo
Speeding — Adam T Slambrook. Pre
mont
Traffic control device (stoplight) —
Aaron R Schnuth, South Prospect BUM
No aeat belt — Gusiin P Spsulding.
Napoleon Road
A man reported he lost his wallet MM

Avenue wan reportedly broken wilh a rock
A breakup and entering was reported in
the 600 block of Second Street UponinvestiRation, it turned out the maintenance man

A fight reportedly occurred in front of
Gargoyles

hsd been m the apartment at the landlord's
requcxt

A man reportedly came to the police sta-

Complainant reported his blue bike wig
stolen from the Chapman bike area He later
reported that he found it
A dine A dash was reported at Mac Dining Hall
Saturday:
Upen container and underage possession — Jeffrey J Williams, Cincinnati,

A man in Wal-Mart was reportedly irate
when he was told there is a waiting penod to

Joshua A Byers. Akron
Driving under the influence and

buy guns

traffic control device — Brandon A. Mclntyre. Ravenna

Lot 0 was reported busted
A 10-apeed bicycle was reported found in
the 800 block of Suih Street
One set of keys was reported found in
I front of The Madhatter Music Co

Uttering — Allen T Lacey. Port Clinton
Disorderly conduct (fighting) —
Samuel J Degactano. Aurora
One-way and no aeat belt — Omar

Some people in an upper-story apartment in the .'i00 block of Frasee Avenue were
reportedly throwing beer bottles and other
debns it vehicles in the parking lot

Deen, Oregon

Stacy M Baiar, Maumee. waa tiled Tor
operating a vehicle wilh an obatrueled view

where in the city

The window of a vehicle in University

tion to report that he had purchased a carton
of sour milk and had not given his money
back

Sunday:

Disorderly conduct — Kevin D
Kocka, South Enterprise Street. Justin
Scharold, BGSU
Speeding-- Jennifer L Lane, Button-

The tires of two vehicles parked in City
Lot 1 reportedly had their tires slashed
A CD player was reported stolen from a
locked car in the 400 block of South Summit
Street

after aha waa diacovored driving a vehicle
with nine people inaide

Someone reported that he waa alandered
and threatened while attending the Rocky
Horror Picture Show at the Cla-Zel

Someone reported that he was assaulted
by an unknown subject in the Union.

A party in the 700 block of Elm Street
waa ahut down after the party goent were

wood Avenue
Allowing passengers to ride outside

Partiers in the 100 block of South College Avenue were reportedly throwing bottles into the street.

of the vehicle — Timothy L Hang, Lehman
Avenue

A window in the 400 block of Fraiee

reported throwing thinga into the atreet

A gray atone geeae waa reported found
from the 300 block of Fraiee Avenue

5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals reversed and said student-led prayers at high school
football games are always out
of bounds
Football games are "hardly
the sober type of annual event
that can be appropriately solemnized with prayer," the
appeals court said in a 2-1 vote.
The school district's appeal
to the Supreme Court said its
policy "neither requires nor
prohibits a religious message"
and is "aimed at persons with
the maturity to realize that the
message given is, in fact, that of
a student and not that of the
state."
Barring students from say-

ing a prayer would violate the
Constitution's free-speech guarantee, the district's lawyers
said.
The district's appeal was
supported in a friend-of-thecourt brief submitted by Texas
and eight other states — Alabama,
Colorado,
Kansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, South Carolina and Tennessee.
Lawyers for those who challenged the prayer policy said
the Constitution's church-state
separation requirement aims to
"ensure that individuals not be
made to feel like outsiders in
their own community because
of their religious views."
"The fact that graduation
prayer or prayer before football
games is led by students does
not diminish the pressure to
religious conformity; if anything, it may increase it," they
said.

Lawmaker wants more
money, less red tape in
building program
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Sen
Mike Shoemaker says there arc
two things that can make the
state's school building assistance program better: more
money and less red tape.
Echoing the concerns of
nearly three dozen school
superintendents who testified
before the Ohio School Facilities Commission in September,
the Bourneville Democrat told
reporters Monday that he plans
to introduce legislation that
would both increase oversight
of the commission and change
its priorities.
Among the changes sought
by Shoemaker, a member of the
commission himself
— Requiring an audit of the
commission
to
determine
whether it is operating efficiently.
— Eliminating a requirement that school districts hire
construction managers to oversee their building projects.
f

Making construction managers
optional could save districts
millions, he said.
— Expanding a program
that reimburses districts later
if they raise their own money
for building projects before they
are eligible for state aid.
— Setting aside $100 million
annually for the state's eight,
large urban districts. Each
would be eligible for up to $12.5
million, with a 50 percent local
match required.
— Tacking an extra $250
million a year to the $300 million Gov. Bob Taft has already
promised to seek from lawmakers to give wealthier districts
access to building aid sooner
than they would otherwise
have it.
Taft has proposed a $10.2 billion plan to funnel construction
aid to every school district in
the state within 12 years. But
because the program is based
on property wealth, some districts would have to wait years
for help from the state.
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RAPE
Continued from page one.

tigating whether any others
were involved or knew about
the alleged rape, but would not
discuss any other details about
the case.
School officials at Heidelberg
said there is a heightened
awareness among the 1,700
students that they must be cautious no matter where they are.
Heidelberg is a private liberal
arts school in a largely rural
part of Ohio 80 miles north of
Columbus.
This is a very tightly knit
community," said Heidelberg
spokesman Jamie Abel. "Every-

body feels somewhat violated."
Klingler, a freshman linebacker on the football team,
and
Pixler,
a
freshman
wrestler, are barred from campus unless escorted, Abel said.
Students sitting in a courtyard outside the dorm where
the alleged attack took place
were on edge even though the
suspects had been arrested.
"The problem is that it's people we know," said Bethany
Drawbridge, an 18-year-old
freshman from Columbus. "It's
people we hang out with."
"I came here to be safe," she
said. "It makes me wonder who
you can trust."

RECORDS
Continued from page one.

uments. But Lancaster said all
faculty utilize e-mail to do official business. Lancaster said he
uses e-mail to communicate
with the dean and other chairs
do as well.
Ohio has one of the broadest
public record legislation laws of
any state, Lancaster said. Letters of recommendation, personal records and evaluations
of staff are all considered public

records in the state of Ohio, he
said.
He also said that he was personally warned not to delete
any e-mails dealing with hiring
a new faculty member.
Due to previous court cases.
University department chairs
and faculty have been warned
not to put anything in an e-mail
that they wouldn't want to read
in the Toledo Blade, Lancaster
said.

PROTESTORS
Continued from page one.

only international flight — its
service to the United Arab
Emirates. Afghanistan usually
receives food, medicine and
electronic goods from the United Arab Emirates.
Mohammed Daoud, an Ariana supervisor, expressed
anger at the UN. decision.
"First it was the Russians
who came and we died to save
our country, and now it is the
United Nations and the United
States who are on our head.
Why?" Daoud asked. He called
the sanctions a "cruel" epitaph
to the million Afghans killed
during the Russian occupation
of their homeland.
Earlier this year the United
States banned investment in
and trade with the Taliban,
barred Americans from using
Ariana airlines and started
seizing the airline's $500 mil-

lion in U.S. assets.
Impoverished by 20 years of
relentless war, Afghans say
even limited sanctions will be
backbreaking.
The Afghan currency, called
the Afghani, weakened in
anticipation of the sanctions,
dropping from 43,000 Afghanis
to the U.S. dollar to 51,000.
That has driven the cost of food
up — a blow for Afghans, most
of whom do not have jobs and
make very little money.
The Taliban say they won't
turn over bin Laden because
Afghan culture and tradition
makes it impossible to hand
over a guest to his enemies.
They also argue they do not
have an extradition treaty with
the United States.
The Taliban have called the
sanctions "unreasonable" and
have urged other Muslim
nations to ignore the sanctions,
but none have responded.
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Doctors remove third leg from child
By GEORGE STRAWLEY
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. — Doctors said Monday they removed
a third leg from a 21-month-old
Honduran girl with a rare congenital abnormality in which a
partially formed twin was
attached to her.
T.mia Trochez was in good
condition at The Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, where the
16-hour operation was performed Thursday.
The 20-pound, brown-eyed
girl was born with a third
extremity located between a
normal right leg and a small,
nearly normal left leg. The
extra leg, which was bent so
that it rested on her stomach,
contained two shinbones and a
double foot that was fused
together, doctors said.
A surgical team removed the
extremity and reconstructed
one of the girl's two bladder
outlets. Surgeons also created a
bowel outlet and reshaped her
buttocks during the 16-hour
procedure.
"She's got more work that
needs to be done, but this is the
major part," said Dr. Edwards
P. Schwentker, the pediatric
orthopedic surgeon who first
examined the girl while on a

medical mission to the Central
American country on behalf of a
Christian organization. She
will still require surgery for a
dislocated hip and a club left
foot, Schwentker said.
The odds against conjoined
twins being born can be as high
as 200,000 to 1, and much higher for incomplete conjoined
twins like Tania, he said.
An unknown Honduran doctor in her hometown of San
Pedro Sula performed a colostomy immediately after her birth
in February 1998 that gave her
a chance at survival.
But the government hospital
could do nothing for her condition. Schwentker sought to
arrange for her to have surgery
in the United States after Honduran doctors asked him to
examine her.
The girl's teen-age mother,
who lived in an impoverished
neighborhood of Honduras' second-largest city, signed away
her rights to the child shortly
after she was born. The child
was under the guardianship of
a minister in Honduras, said
Craig Shagin, a Harrisburg
attorney who helped bring the
child to the United States.

Associated Press Photo
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center nurse Margret Long talks with
21-month-old Tania Trochez, who just successfully underwent
surgery to remove a third leg, shortly before she was released.

Most U.S. air carriers are Y2K compliant
By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - Just
seven weeks before the Year
2000, the Federal Aviation
Administration says major U.S.
air carriers have no Y2K problems that will keep them from
complying with safety standards, but about 200 smaller
passenger and cargo carriers
still face glitches.
On Tuesday, the FAA will
publicly release information on
how well 2,822 U.S. air carriers, including hundreds of
small charter and local companies, are doing to get ready for
Jan. 1, 2000 when computers
might mistakenly think it's the

Click on The BG News uieb
site, iiiuiiu.bgneiiis.com to
read
the
latest
mouie
reuieius. Vou can also read
the story about anyday.com

year 1900.
The FAA earlier checked systems on airplanes that handle
flight and navigational systems. These systems will not be
affected by the date change, or
will have alarm systems to redflag problems before takeoff,
Peggy Gilligan, the FAA's
deputy associate administrator
for regulation and certification,
said Monday.
The agency then looked at
how carriers will handle automated ground-based systems
that track crew schedules, pilot
training, record-keeping and
data used to prove their planes
and pilots are safe.
Of 2,822 carriers checked, 91
percent, including the nation's
10 largest airlines, received the
highest of three FAA ratings.
The top rating means they
have no Y2K issues that would
affect their ability to comply
with FAA rules.
Another 209 carriers were

The BG News Special Projects Staff is looking for
favorite recipes for the Holiday Insert. Deadline is Nov. 22.
Please drop off your recipes in 210 West Mall or email to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

Second Stage

FRONT ANC! CENTER

Local Music Showcase

mm

with
Andrew and Tami

Lin**
with special guest Tony Papa

II
5-6pm

Call in and voice your parking concerns special guests:
Stay Enriquez, Admin. Asst., Parking & Traffic and
Steve Steel, Chair of the Parking Committee

Tuesdays 6-7 pm
Hear all of your favorite local
bands and get your updated concert
calendar each and every week.

Requests? 372-2826

* Listen for free giveaways

Wednesday Oec. 1.7999
7:00-7/:00 pmXjCT
Lenhart Ballroom
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Student Tickets On Sal
Beginning Today in 330 Student Union

sents passengers.
"It doesn't have anything to
do with in-flight safety, but
they may cause delays and disruptions," Stempler said. "The
FAA may go in and inspect and
the airlines might not be able
to prove that it's in compliance."
Tom Browne at the Air
Transport Association, which
represents leading U.S. airlines, said passengers should
not worry.
"In terms of the majority of
the airlines that people fly on,
the FAA has said that they are
ready," Browne said. "There are
a few — very few — that the
FAA is working with to make
sure they are ready."

Favorite holiday cookie or dessert recipe? Share it with us!

Tonight

ekoostik hookah

given the second-highest rating. The FAA is following up
with them to see whether there
are Y2K issues that might
affect compliance. Twentyseven of the carriers provide
scheduled passenger or cargo
service using aircraft with 10
seats or more; 182 provide
charter, nonscheduled passenger service and do not use computer systems to meet federal
safety standards.
Thirty-five of these nonscheduled passenger carriers
received the lowest rating,
which means the FAA has
believes Y2K issues may affect
compliance.
Problems could cause flight
cancellations or delays, or airlines could be grounded if they
cannot prove, for instance, that
a plane has been properly serviced or that pilots are certified, said David Stempler, a
spokesman for the Air Travelers Association, which repre-
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Live Entertainment with Nate, Jimmy and Tobin
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Sports Editor
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SPORTS

Men's hoops upends Premiers
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
The Falcon men's basketball team beat the
Premier All-Stars 10383 in their second and final
exhibition game of the 19992000 season Monday.
• After a game filled with fouls
and sloppy play from both
teams, Coach Dan Dakich
found it hard to find much
improvement over Saturday's
win against AAU Pella Windows.
"1 don't know if we improved
or not." Dakich said. "Our effort
seemed to be a little better on
the defensive end in the first
half. The second half was just a
sloppv half on both sides of the
ballIt took Premier nearly four
minutes to get on the scoreboard in the first half. BG came
out and built an 8-0 lead before
the All-Stars' center Tom Brandewie sank two free throws
after a Brent Klassen foul.
Falcon sophomore guard,

"I don't know if we improved or not. Our
effort seemed to be a little better on the
defensive end in the first half. The second
half was just a sloppy half on both sides of
the ball."
Dan Dakich
Men s Basetlball Coach

Keith Mcleod showed he could
run the offense getting four
assists early on baskets by Len
Matela, Trent Jackson and two
by Anthony Stacey. He ended
with six assists on the night.
By halftime, BG built a 5132 lead. Sophomore center
Matela led Falcon scorers with
eight points before the intermission. A poor .241 field goal
percentage for the Premier
team illustrated the offensive
inferiority for the All-Stars.
After halftime, play became
undisciplined. The low point
came when Mcleod received a
technical foul for slamming
Premier's Tony White following

a hard foul.
Two backdoor dunks by Dave
Esterkamp and a lob from Graham Bunn to Jackson for the
slam were the high points.
However, the error-filled second half had few highlights, but
saw many turnovers and fouls
by both teams. BG committed
17 of their own after the intermission while premier was
called for 13. The half seemed
to drag on as more time was
spent with players on the foul
line than in action.
Dakich's frustration was
obvious as he showed emotion
during a timeout midway
through the second stanza.

"We were just kind of playing
along, not really improving,"
Dakich said.
Bunn came out of the time
out and hit a three-point
jumper after a scramble for the
ball that had bodies flying all
over the court. A fire in Bunn
seemed to ignite as he scored
five of his seven points and
made a couple of assists to help
take BG over the century mark
for the first time since Feb. 8,
1997.
"Bunn did a good job,"
Dakich said. "He is an excitable
player. He kind of got the team
going."
Officials called the game
with 23 seconds remaining to
keep things from getting out of
hand.
Mcleod led BG with 16
points followed by
Dave
Esterkamp with 15. Five Falcons scored in double digits.
McClure of Premier led all scorers with 34 including 12 from
beyond the three point arc.

BG Newt Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Bowling Green's Len Matela goes to the hoop in the team's 10383 victory over the Premiere All-Stars Monday. The Falcons
open the season this weekend with two games in Hawaii.

4 seniors prepare for final home match
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Tonight's match against
Cleveland State may be just
another non-conference game.
But to the Bowling Green volleyball team, the match means
much more.
The "Fabulous Four," the
Falcons senior class that has
done so well for the Orange and
Brown, will play in their last
regular season match at Anderson Arena. Setter Heather
Greig, left-side hitter Melissa
Lewis,
middle-hitter
Lori
Kemerer, and right-side hitter
Kris Pesorda will all be honored
before the "senior night" game.
Kemerer, even talking about it
,was a little choked up.
"This final home game
means a lot," she said. "It
means my volleyball career is
coming to an end. The seniors
I'm sure will have pure adrenaline when they come out on the
court. It'll be very emotional."
Pesorda suffered a concussion in practice Sunday after
getting hit in the back of the
head with a volleyball, but BG
coach Denise Van De Walle said
she will be ready to go for
tomorrow's game.
■ "These four seniors have
tyeen a big part of Bowling
Green Volleyball," Van Dc
Walle. "All four have played a
lot during their career here. We
are going to be very competitive
flnri aggressive."

The match also means a lot
because the Falcons are going
for a goal they haven't reached
since the 1993 season. Going
■ ito the contest, BG is 18-11
overall and 12-6 in the MidAmerican Conference with two
games left. If they win their
final two games they will reach
their goal of the 20 win plateau.
"We haven't seen 20 wins in
the four year since I've been
here," Kemerer said. "That is
our goal and we are definitely
going to do what we can to get
it. We are going to come out
strong and step our play up."
BG is one week away from it
MAC first round tournament.
The Falcons could use a
momentum boost after losing
their last match against Eastern Michigan last Saturday. A
win over the 8-19 Vikings could
get BG rolling again like the
non-conference win the Falcons had over Wright State that
sprung their eight game winning streak.
"We need to bounce back,"
Greig said. "We need a win.
Senior night will be a big night
to help us get our 20 win season."
Notes: There is still a possibility that the Falcons could tie
for first place in the MAC East
Division. If BG is victorious
over Buffalo and Akron loses
over the week to both Ball State
and Central Michigan, then BG
will finish tied with the Zips.
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SwimiTLirig,

diving
teams split

By DEREK MCCORD
Th, BGNews
After a defeat at the hands of
Oakland Friday, the Bowling
Green swimming and teams
rebounded with double wins
Saturday against Ilinois-Chica8".
Against Oakland, the Falcon
women lost 155-88. The men
were defeated lost 127-96.
Bowling Green received four
sfl
wins against Oakland — two
for the men and two for the
women.
Sophomore Kim Moden won
the 50-yard freestyle with a
time of 25:02. Senior captain
Nancy Simpson won the 200yard backstroke with a time of
2:07.95.
The men got a win from
freshmen Tim Early in the 100
*
yard backstroke in 53:06 and
the men's 400 yard freestyle
relay team completed the event
in 3:16:17 for the win.
b
'T*?I^9^EB
^L *afl
The highlight of the meet
was that of Patti Wilson qualifying for the NCAA zone meet
in Minneapolis, Minn, after
placing second in the one meter
w
•
A •■BW
and three meter dive with
BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH scores of 238.05 and 226.88.
The Saturday meet was a
Lori Kemerer (11), Heather Greig (3), Shayann Robinson (8), Kris Pesorda (9) and Caty Rommeck brighter day for the Falcons
celebrate a point In a recent match. Greig, Pesorda, Kemerer and Melissa Lewis will play their final with the women scoring 138
points to the Flames score of
horn* match tonight at Anderson Arena.
83.
The men equaled the
women success with 138 points
to 103.
Simpson proved her domideficit to beat
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
ed Ball State (0-10, 0-7) 35-14
nance again for the women's
Kent (2-9, 2-6)
team by winning the 50- yard
The BG News
37-34.
Zip
freestyle and the 100-yard
quarterback
In the Mid-American Conferbackstroke events.
Players
of
the
Week
James
ence preview, llth-ranked MarJulian said Simpson is fun
"Butchie"
shall rose to the challenge
Shepherd and Pennington and exciting to watch.
Washington
The women also got wins
knocking off Western Michigan
shared the conference's Offenthe
in Ka.amazoo 31-17. Head scored
sive Player of the Week award from Bethany Budde in the
quarterback Chad Pennington game-winning
for their efforts. Ohio defensive 1,000-yard freestyle and 500completed 27-of-40 passes for points on a
end John Kraus earned the yard freestyle, Sarah Abell in
f0
339 yards.
"'">'alrdlor011- Will Sullivan MAC Defensive Player of the the 200-yard freestyle and 100out with 38 secWeek award. He had a team- yard butterfly, Laura Wallace
Marshall is 10-0 overall and onds left.
high seven tackles, two qifar- in the 400-yard individual med7-0 in the conference while the
terback sacks and an additional ley, Ann Carveth in the 100In
MAC
Broncos fall to 7-3 and 6-1. The
tackle for a loss as the Bobcats yard freestyle.
two will meet again Dec. 3 at 8 West, Central
The women also won the
toppled Miami.
p.m. in Huntington, W.Va. for Michigan (3-7,
200-yard medley relay in the
2-5)
halted
a
the MAC Championship.
Bowling Green cornerback time of 1:56:49.
three-game losWill Sullivan was named the
The men A and B teams
ing streak with
Special Teams Player of the placed first and second, respeca 29-26 triWeek when he blocked a punt tively, in the 200-yard medley
Other Games
umph
over
in the Falcon win vs. Ball State. relay with out the help of capEastern MichiWide receiver Matt Bunsey tain Matt Johnsen who was out
Other winners Saturday gan (4-6, 4-3). JohnKraus
were Bowling Green (4-6, 3-5), Chippewa quarterback Pete returned the punt for a touch- this weekend with a low white
Ohio, Akron, Toledo and Cen- Shepherd passed for 217 yards down. Ironically, this was Sulli- blood cell count. The Falcons
van's first appearance on spe- also won the 800-yard freestyle
tral Michigan.
and two touchdowns including
cial teams on the season.
relay.
an
80-yard
bomb
to
Jammarl
The Bobcats (5-5, 6-2)
The men Falcon winners
O'Neal.
slicked Miami in Athens 40-28
were Jacob Wasinger, Tim
This
Week
behind Chad Brinker's 167
Toledo (5-5, 4-3) got back to
Early, Ray Bartel and Andy
yards rushing and one touch- the .500 mark with a 44-14
This is the final week of Jenkins, who won two events.
down run. Ohio also had 112 route of Northern Illinois (4-6, MAC football. In MAC West
Bowling Green women's
yards passing from Dontrell 4-3). Rocket running back games Saturday, Central trav- diver Laura Sergerlin won the
Jackson, who completed five-of- Antwon McCray had touch- els to Ball State, Western goes meter event while Wilson foleight passes.
down runs of one and 44 yards. to Toledo and Eastern heads lowed in second. Kris Waechter
west to Northern Illinois. Also, finished second in the 1 meter
Miami (6-4. 5-2) tailback
In non-conference action,
Travis Prentice had just 69 Buffalo (0-10) fell to Virginia (6- Buffalo goes to Miami and BG dive after not diving against
yards on 25 carries. His one- 4) 50-21. The Cavaliers' steps out of conference to face any competitors against Oakyard touchdown run tied Ricky Thomas Jones had 221 yards Central Florida (4-6). Ohio will land.
battle Marshall Nov. 26. The
The Falcons will face Wright
Williams' career total of 72.
rushing.
game is televised..
State University and Findlay
Akron (7-4, 5-3) finished its
at Cooper Pool Saturday.
Also, Bowling Green defeatseason by rallying from a 21-6
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Thundering Herd win "MAC Preview" contest

Photo Provided
Marshall Quarterback Chad Pennlngton looks to throw a
deep pass in action last year. Pennlngton and company
defeated Tim Lester and Western Michigan 31-17 Saturday. The Herd are still undefeated at 10-0 and ranked
11th In the country. Only Ohio remains In the way of an
undefeated season.
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Buckeyes hockey teams lose to Northern Michigan
NMU went 4-of-14 on the
power play while Ohio State
failed to score a pow r-play goal
after netting two Friday.
Gobert's line of Bryan
Phillips and Tyson Holly ended
the weekend with nine points.
Ohio State freshmen goaltender Peter Wishloff started
but was pulled after giving up
three goals on nine shots Saturday.
Wildcat goaltender Dan
Ragusett was awarded the
Defensive Player of the Week
honors after posting the team's
new school record of five
shutouts Saturday. Ragusett
stopped 21 Ohio State shots for
the shutout.

By DEREK MCCORD
The BG News
The • oes continue for Ohio
State as .t fell to 1-9-0 after this
weekend's losses to Northern
Michigan. They are still last in
the conference.
Buckeye goaltender Ray Aho
made 36 saves on forty Wildcat
shots Friday to post his thirdhighest save total of the season.
Northern Michigan freshmen forward Chris Gobert
scored four goals in the weekend series — three of them
coming off the power play to
add to his team leading total of
four power-play goals. Gobert
was named CCHA Rookie of the
Week.

The Buckeyes finish their
run of playing eight consecutive
game against nationally ranked
opponents Saturday when they
play Nebraska-Omaha at home
next weekend.
Northern Michigan stays at
third place in the conference
after the weekend with a 6-1-1
record.
Notre Dame sweeps AlaskaFairbanks
The Notre Dame Irish moved
to the upper tier of the CCHA
standings with a sweep of Alaska-Fairbanks over the weekend.
Senior defensemen Andy
Jurkowski scored the deciding

goal at the 6:19 mark of the
first period in the 1-0 contest on
Friday.
Irish freshmen goaltender
Tony Zasowski made 19 saves
for the shutout while UAF's
freshmen Lance Mayes saved
29 of 30 shots.
On Saturday the Irish came
erased a two goal deficit to
score three unanswered goals
when freshmen David Nielsen
scored a power play goal with
3:53 left in the third period to
put Notre Dame on top 3-2.
Notre Dame is now in fifth
place in the conference with a
3-5-2 record.
Michigan uphends Miami

Michigan won two hard
games against Miami to keep
its six-game wining streak.
The two teams met Friday at
the Firstar Center in Cincinnati where Michigan handed
the RedHawks a 4-2 loss.
Michigan goaltender Kevin
O'Malley stopped 22 Miami
shots for the win.
Saturday proved to be a little
more dramatic when junior
Michigan forward Geoff Koch
scored in overtime after Mike
Comrie tied the game for the
Wolverines with 43 seconds left
in regulation at Goggin Ice
Arena in Oxford.
The win keeps the Wolverines in second place in the con-

ference behind Michigan State,
which swept Bowling Green
over the weekend.
Ferris State wins two
After the Bulldogs' two wins
over Bemidji State of the newly
formed College Hockey America
conference, Ferris State senior
Brian McCullough scored three
goals and helped on two others
to receive CCHA Offensive
Player of the Week honors.
McCullough ended up with a
plus five rating and boosted his
season point total to eight, four
goals and four assists.

Businessman sues to protect 'Beat Michigan' trademark
items including golf balls, seat
cushions and key chains, is
suing the university and Collegiate Licensing Company of
Atlanta — Michigan's licensing
representative.
McGuire shut his business
down in August after Collegiate
Licensing said the items violated Michigan's federally registered trademark of the word
"Michigan."
In a letter to McGuire, the
company said people might
mistakenly assume that Michigan or Collegiate Licensing had
authorized the items, and that
the items could dilute the dis-

By ANDREW WELSHHUGGINS
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A
businessman who sold thousands of "Beat Michiganshirts, caps and cups last year
before the annual Ohio StateMichigan football game filed a
federal lawsuit Monday to protect his product.
Mike McGuire insists he was
unfairly forced by the University of Michigan to stop selling
such items.
McGuire, who had expanded
his 1999 product line to 23

tinction of Michigan's trademark.
"I think it's a real reach,"
McGuire said Friday.
The lawsuit asks the federal
court to uphold McGuire's right
to produce "Beat Michigan"
products and to cancel Michigan's trademark registration of
its name because of "unlawful
and unjustified trademark misuse."
Michael Drucker, attorney
for Collegiate Licensing Company, said he hadn't seen the
suit and had no comment.
Sally Pobojewski, a Michigan
spokeswoman, said the univer-

sity also had no comment.
Mitchell Stabbe, a Washington, D.C., lawyer specializing in
trademark law, said Michigan's
arguments are common legal
complaints in trademark disputes.
McGuire, who publishes
trade magazines about the nut,
bolt and screw industry, wouldn't discuss revenue. His lawyer,
Brian Murphy, said his client
could have made up to $50,000
this year.
McGuire, 52, of suburban
Columbus, sold similar "Beat
Michigan" shirts in 1974 prior
to Ohio State's 12-10 win over

Michigan.
Although he won't take credit for Ohio State's 31-16 win
over the Wolverines last year,
he said his products are popular with alumni clubs, which
make money on the items.
McGuire also said he wanted to
use items in charity fund-raisers this year, including one for
Ohio State's Arthur G. James
Cancer Hospital.
Do his products help the
Buckeyes' chances against
Michigan?
"No," he said. "But it think it
does raise a little bit of fan
awareness and fan spirit."

Ohio State does have some
sanctioned "Beat Michigan"
items, including some for its
own cancer hospital fund-raiser.
The university's Physical
Facilities department is giving
away buttons that say "Go
Bucks, Beat Michigan" for a $1
donation and shirts that say
"Beat Michigan Week 1999" for
a $15 donation, said department spokesman Dave Sweet.
All proceeds go to the Stefanie Spielman Fund for Breast
Cancer Research at the hospital. The fund-raiser made
$9,000 last year.

EVERYONE'S READING

THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE NOT PICKED UP THEIR
Erin Abbey
Regina Alexander
Shannon Anderson
Amanda Anthony
Paula Apostolou
Blake Appt
Jamie Armstrong
Enkka Arnold
Rebecca Arquette
Roschell Ashley
Michael Avarello
Scott Baber
Angela Bailes
Erin Bailey
Ginger Baker
Joseph Baker
Misti Baker
Andrew Balow
Jeremy Banks
Dave Barbien
Kathryn Barnett
Zachary Bastoky
Colleen Bates
Heather Bates
Amy Bauer
Stephanie Baughman
Janet Beery
Nicole Bertrand
Christina Bier
Bryan Bird
Christina Blandford
Katy Blanton
David Blevins
Christina Block
Cutia Blunt
Melante Bogner
Holly Booth
Aaron Boreman
Jennifer Bowman
Brian Boyd
Bill Boyle
Kelly Bradbury
Ashley Bradford
Kevin Brechmacher
Michelle Bretz
Erin Brewer
Stephanie Brewer
Angela Brown
Jennifer Brown
Sarah Brunk
Nicole Buchanan
Beth Bunke
Ryan Burghard
Justin Burkhardt
Kurt Busson
Beverly Butcher
Christina Campagna
Amanda Cancascl
Andrea Cappelletti
Lisa Cardilli
Thomas Carlln
Brian Carlisl
Karen Carper
Brian Cavanaugh
Kendra Cepeda
Adam Chapman
David Chilson
Catherine Christopher
Jill Chupp
Daniel Clark
Emily Clark
Brendan Clarke
Rachelle Clawson
Christine Clemens
Shawn Coleman
Sherona Conley
Allison Cook

Ryan Cook
Alisha Coplln
Shannon Cotrell
Michelle Counselman
Mick Coutinlto
Cherita Cranon
Tanya Crosby
Matthew Crouse
Knstina Csaszar
Ryan Czech
Morgen Dalrymple
Sean Darling
Chris Daugherty
Shawn Davidson
Meredith Davis
Todd Davis
Michael Deaton
Lindsey Degenhardt
Edward Deisher
Michael Delpozzo
Brian DeSilva
Jennifer DeVane
Jason Diamond
Eric DiBianca
Tiffany Dllley
Jennifer Dobson
Becky Dokken
Brenda Dolland
Jennifer Dolph
Sara Donald
Derek Dorey
Joseph Dose
David Downing
Anissa D'Souza
Quentin Dudek
Tess Dudek
Maria Durbin
Andrew Dutt
Jen Easterlln
Lauren Eastman
Zach Eberly
Laura Eggleton
Eva Egolf
Matt Eisinger
Cindy Eldndge
Jaimi Elliot
Carey Elsass
Jennifer Embree
Jamie Eshleman
Rory Fabian
Elizabeth Farney
Scott Faulkner
Jodl Fawcett
Jillion FeinauerStark
Chris Felder
Sara Ferrell
Randi Fielding
Elise Fitzsimmons
Matthew Fleming
Bill Flower
Cretchen Fogt
Heather Foreman
Ron Francesangelo
Erin Frautschy
Karl Freeman
Dawn Frenz
Nick Fraslear
Calvin Funkhouser
Jason Camache
Shauna Cumble
Kelly Carvln
Kim Carvln
Elhe Causmann
Creg Caver
Alysha Cearhart
Andrew Gibson
Sarah Cillem

STOP BY

Eric Clrtoli
Nicole Clvens
Helen Clover
Aileen Clowacki
Mary Ellen Cober
Megan Coffos
Sarah Coldman
Timothy Coodenow
Julie Gorman
Krlsta Costel
Laura Craber
Julie Cray
Katherine Cray
Jason Crice
Michael Criffin
Brandy Crimes
Katherine Crosswiler
Nick Crote
Kelly Crubola
Scott Cully
Sara Cunter
Jodie Curney
Heather Hackett
Knsta Halter
Erica Hamilton
Brigid Hanley
Lisa Harrltos
Elizabeth Hartman
Bryan Hayes
Kelly Heidcr
Elise Helntschel
Sarah Helman
Erin Hemsworh
Cortney Herman
Adrlenne Herschl
Joshua Herzig
Steve Hilson
Mike Hlnerman
Kevin Hlnes
Jane Hirsch
Megan Hoehn
Erin Hohler
Mark Hohmann
Jennifer Holbrook
Allison Holko
Honors Program
Adam Hooks
Angela Houser
Angela Hughes
Randl Hughes
Stephanie Hunt
Laura Hunter
Kevin Hussey
Rachel Hyman
Jeffrey Hysllp
Meghan lonna
Megan Ivoska
Amy Jackson
Jenny Jacques
Jill James
Christina Jan
Andrew Jensen
Jerry Jezek
Che rylle Johnson
Cindy Johnson
Jennifer Junk
John Kahl
Joelle Kammski
Nick Kasperaclclus
John Kazmaier
Matthew Regyes
David Kelling
Amanda Kerber
Crystal Kimmel
Emily King
Adam Klnninger
Jennifer Klnser

1999 YEARBOOK YET:

Amber Kirlan
Amanda Klrschner
Kevin Klrschner
Kimberly Kirtley
Kourtney Klelnoeder
Jean Klintworth
Dylan Knapp
Leslie Koch
Sarah Kohut
Jaime Konves
Travis Korpita
David Kotsos
Michael Kotsos
Brian Krawetzke
Katherine Kress
Amanda Krzystan
Kim Kuban
Chad Kujawa
Chad Kunkle
Nathan Kunz
Edward Kuresman
Tom Kutter
Kelly Kvasnicka
Skye LaFerrara
Annie Lake
Melissa Lane
Judd Lapp
Scott Latham
Nicholas Latus
Jereme Leason
Tanya Leberer
Doug Lefelhocz
Renee Lehnels
Maribeth Leschlnsky
Michael Leschlnsky
Jennifer Levin
Jessica Levy
Michelle Lewis
Ormaun Cornell Lewis
Wendy Licht-Ordway
Eric Lindsey
Mark Lindsey
Andrea LlndsleyKnapp
Tiffany Linx
James Littler
Justin Lorenz
Stephanie Loy
Jennifer Luce
Mary Ludy
Michelle Macharonl
Tait Machuca
Jessica Macko
Theresa Mallen
Jason Malone
Joe Mandevllle
Kris Manning
Jody Marshall
Benjemin Matheson
Cheryl Mathews
Dana Mathias
Rebecca Mayabb
Jonathan Mazur
Rachel McCauley
Thomas McCollum
Steve McCrodden
Sarah McDermond
Matthew McCown
Matthew McKenzlt
Shannon McKlddy
Angie McKnight
Kyle McMlllen
Amy McQuattle
Ken Melster
Jason Mendelsohn
Michael Mtutl
Eric Meyer
Angela Michael

Michael Mikosz
Amy Miller
Francine Miller
Jeff Miller
Philip Meyer
Trisha Miller
Brooke Mohajer
Maegan Molnar
Jason Moore
Nicholas Moore
Melinda Moratschek
Eve Mormino
Kimberly Morrow
Brandon Mosley
Cheryl Motten
Shawn Murphy
Tasha Murphy
Steven Muskat
Natasha Muzyka
Sarah Myles
Carrie Mytlnger
Nicole Nadalln
Lesley Nadeau
Jennifer Nagel
Sarah Nianouris
Shannon Nicholson
Adam Nlese
Erin Nlese
Christina Nltz
Mark Nixon
Matt Nixon
Heather Nobles
Erin Norman
John O'Connor
Brian O'Donnell
Zac Olson
Deanna Orra
Shannon Page
Susan Palmer
Andrew Panagl
Jill Paretl
Chris Parthemore
Jennifer Pavllk
Matthew Pecnlk
Jason Perkins
Michael Perla
Brian Perz
Andrlla Pesorda
Brandon Peters
Nlcolette Petrlkso
Vickie Petro
Nicholas I'cttry
Jocelyn Pfleghaar
Katrlna Phillips
Allyn Plnsker
Laura Poeppelmeler
Ashley Poling
Molly Pope
Jalmie Post
Jeffrey Preece
Jullanne Prenoveau
Jennifer Prucha
Katherine Pultz
Andy Pusaterl
Sarah Qulckel
Elolse Raby
Andrew Radtckl
Brad Radison
Allison Raney
Cynthia Redman
Christina Rttbtr
Stephanie Reed
Geoff Reeves
Amanda Rtlilng
Heather Reynolds
Katie Rlct
Shern Rlppl

28 WEST HALL TO GET YOURS

Katie Risalltl
Nicholaus Ritter
Luis Rivera
Beth Roberts
Michael Robertson
Jeremy Robinson
Cralg Rolfes
Renee Rosemeier
Luke Rosen
Renee Roseum
Lisa Rosser
Sarah Saccany
Andrew Sahm
Lynette Sajner
Paul Sanford
Valerie Sarver
Ryan Satzger
Jason Sauer
Torrle Saunders
Knstina Schaefer
Stacy Schaplra
Matthew Schatt
Karla Scheck
Justin Schenck
Daniel Schlavone
Anna Schmld
Noah Schmidt
Jaime Schneider
James Schueler
John Schutze
Karl Schwleterman
Gretchen Searing
Krlsta Shamblin
Amber Shemelynec
Daniel Siber
Brooke Simko
Chris Slocum
Scott Smalley
Cralg Smith
Eric Smith
Jason Smith
Laura Smith
Lorl Smith
Shannon Smith
Adam Snider
Ashlee Snider
Abigail Snyder
Tera Somogyi
Siaci Sonnenberg
Lauren Spiers
Katie Sprow
Lucas Staker
Nicole Stannard
Sara Stansberry
Joanna Starrlck
Jill Stearns
Christine Stellar
Kevin Sterba
Brad Stevens
Erin Stevens
Melinda Stevens
Joshua Stewart
James Storer

.

•

•

Catherine Strahl
Mike Strickland
Sara Strlttmatter
Anna-Laurie Stuart
Heather Suchy
Diana Swanson
Clifford Swelnhagen
William Swindell
Karin Talley
Sara Taylor
Kely Ternasky
Andrew Thiessen
Travis Thoma
Jarred Thomas
Kenneth Thompson
Shannon Thompson
Cory Tlce
Heather Tlmm
Josephine Tolles
Ellssa Tosenberger
Rebeka Towne
Sara Trapp
John Travis
Jennifer Udovlc
Sheryl UJczo
Mary Beth Urban
Ben Vaccaro
Gregory Valtnt
Jill Van Arsdale
Nathan VanNuys
Vanessa Vargo
Anthony Volpe
Pamela Vonderhaar
Megan Wagner
Angela Wallace
Samuel Walters
Brendan Ward
Nick Warren
Beth Weaver
Andrea Weber
Allssa Wechter
Brooke Weidman
Meghan West
Amy Whaley
Aaron White
Natalie Wlldfong
Holly Wllhelm
Lorl Wllktn
Charla Williams
Nicole Williams
Alisha Williamson
Andy Wills
Brenda Wilson
Matt Wilson
Shannon Witt
Stacey Wolfe
John Wooldndge
Janet Woycltzky
Brian Veakley
Jeff Yehhk
Leslie Young
Ktlth Zlgmund
Angela Zwlebel

NOT
ON THE
LIST?
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A limited number
of 1999 yearbooks
are still available!
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DiNardo fired as LSU coach, Hunter
to coach final game against Arkansas
By MARY FOSTER
Associated Press Writer
BATON ROUGE, La.
—
Gprry DiNardo, whose team
has lost eight straight games
and is winless in the Southeastern Conference, was fired Monday as LSU's football coach.
Assistant coach Hal Hunter
will coach the team for the final
game against Arkansas on Nov.
26.
LSU
chancellor
Mark
Emmert said DiNardo will be
paid for the final four years of
his contract. The contract
reportedly is worth $585,000 a
year.
DiNardo met with school
officials Monday, two days after
a 20-7 loss to Houston. He
cleaned out his desk and left
immediately after the meeting.
"It was very emotional," athletic director Joe Dean said.
"He was emotional, I was emotional. It wasn't easy."
The search for a new coach
will
begin
immediately,
Emmert said. He hopes a recommendation can be made at
the LSU Board of Supervisors
meeting on Dec. 10.
DiNardo did not attend Monday's news conference and
planned to meet with the team
Tuesday afternoon, Dean said.
The Tigers have had two

straight losing seasons, going
4-7 last year. They are 2-8 this
year, and have lost 14 of their
last 15 SEC games.
"Basically, he just didn't win
enough football games," Dean
said. "He is a man of great
integrity and great character.
It's too bad he didn't have his
losing seasons first and the
three good years later."
Emmert said DiNardo was
given the option of staying until
after the Arkansas game but
decided to leave immediately.
"We've concluded that a
change of leadership is necessary," Emmert said at a news
conference.
DiNardo came to LSU in
1995 from Vanderbilt. He
replaced Curley Mailman, who
accounted for four of the previous six straight losing seasons.
DiNardo had a 26-9-1 record
his first three years, winning
three bowl games and capturing co-championships in the
SEC West in 1996 and 1997.
But the Tigers, rated by
many a preseason favorite to
win the SEC West in 1998, slid
to 4-7.
With one conference game
left, LSU is 0-7 in the SEC and
has lost eight straight games
for the first time in school history.

4 starters back for
OSU including Redd

Associated Press Photo
Ohio State's Scoonle Pann shots for the rim in a game last season. Hs is one of four starters to return this year.
By RUSTY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Since
Ohio Stair's meteoric flight to
the Final Four last season, few
of the faces have changed but
the attitude and expectations
sure have.
A year after going 8-22 and
matching the school record for
losses, the Buckeyes counterpunched with a 27-9 mark and
climbed from last to second
place in the Big Ten.
The four start". ; from that
tournament run come in
supremely confident.
"It's not cockiness," thirdyear Ohio State coach Jim
O'Brien said. "There's a big difference. These guys think they
can go into some places and win
some games. That's a real

healthy thing."
The Buckeyes, not even a
blip on the screen a year ago,
enter Tuesday night's Preseason NIT game against Notre
Dame ranked fifth in the AP
rankings.
Once again, the guard tandem of Scoonie Penn and
Michael Redd lead the way.
Penn, who split last year's
Big Ten player of the year
awards with Michigan State.
Mateen Cleaves, averaged 16.9
points and 4.8 assists a game in
his first season in uniform.
More than his stats, he was the
catalyst of a Buckeye rebirth
after an unprecedented five
consecutive losing seasons.

By BRUCE SMITH

Associated Press Photo
Gary DiNardo leaves the field after LSU lost to Alabama earlier
in the year. DiNardo was fired Monday as the Tigers' coach.
A combination of near-miss- snatching and found to have
es against SEC opponents Mis- warrants against him for issusissippi State and Alabama — ing bad checks. Cornerback
where each time LSU came Mark Roman and safety
within one play of winning — Clarence LeBlanc were ruled
and the lifeless performance ineligible, accused of inapproagainst Houston apparently priate contact with a sports
were the last gasps for DiNar- agent.
do.
This month, two current and
"If he'd won those games, two former LSU players were
he'd still be the coach here," arrested after being investigatDean said. "If he'd won them ed for illegal use of a telephone
I'm sure they would have access code
played better against Houston.
Also, there was the recent
Winning does that."
arrest of a man accused of
Off-field problems shadowed bribery and violations of sports
the team much of the season. agent laws for allegedly offerCo-captain Larry Foster was ing money to an assistant coach
arrested, charged with purse and an academic counselor.
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By JOE KAY
Coslet raised the possibility
that he'll be fired after the s-.,iAP Sports Writer
son with one year left on his
CINCINNATI — Ten weeks contract.
into the season, the NFL's
"That's a hell of a possibility
worst teartr of the decade has
also captured the distinction of that 1 won't be here," Coslet
said angrily. "It's pretty obvious
worst team of the year.
that definitely could happen —
At 1-9, the Cincinnati Ben- could, would, should, might.
gals have the league's worst Will it? I dont know."
record — yes, worse than even
By Monday, Coslet had
those expansion Cleveland
Browns, the only team they've calmed down. He still had no
answers to the main question
beaten so far.
hanging over the NFL's most
They fumble, they stumble. forlorn franchise: Why cant it
They pile up penalties and test seem to get anything right?
their fans' patience every week.
The running game, for examThey're so bad that opponents
ple. Blake was the team's leadcan play poorly and still win
ing rusher Sunday with 34
comfortably.
yards. Corey Dillon managed
"We just can't overcome our- only 33 on 14 carries as Tenselves," coach Bruce Coslet nessee's line shoved the Bensaid.
gals' linemen around.
A 24-14 loss to Tennessee on
"We're just not blocking.
Sunday left them as frustrated What can I say?" Coslet said.
as they've been all decade, and "There was nowhere for Corey
there's been a lot there to get to go in several instances."
riled about. They fumbled four
The Bengals expected their
times, quarterback Jeff Blake defense to struggle because of
got sacked seven times and their inexperienced secondary.
both Coslet and Blake gave pro- They never expected an offense
fane responses to reporters' that features Dillon, Darnay
questions.
Scott, Carl Pickens and Blake
For the first time all season. to play so poorly — only 99
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Avificitition

Head Coach qflbe Bengals
yards in the first three quarters
Sunday.
"We've got a bus load of talent," Dillon said Monday.
"There's no reason we shouldn't
be 8-1. I don't see any team out
there that's just dominated us.
It's frustrating. I just don't
understand."
While the players are fuming
and frustrated, the fans are giving up. The Bengals sold only
46,017 tickets for Sunday's
game, and there were perhaps
10,000 no-shows on a sunny,
63-degree day.
Things are so bad that green
tarps have been installed over
the entrance to the Bengals'
dressing room to protect them
from garbage thrown from the
stands. Talks shows are having
a difficult time finding anyone
willing to discuss the sad state
of the home team.
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The Bengals have the NFL's
worst record in the decade — no
winning season since 1990, a
total of 105 losses and counting.
"People aren't even interested in complaining about them
anymore, to a large degree,"
WLW-AM host Mike McConnell
said during his program Monday.
The Bengals understand.
Like everyone else, they're
tired of the never-ending losing.
And with general manager
Mike Brown set in his ways and
giving no hint hell change,
there's little room for optimism
that the club's fortunes will
change.
What needs to be done? The
players are reluctant to say.
"I'm not even going to analyze and try to figure out what's
going on," Dillon said. That's
not my job."

rneONE WAY to he IP the
most.

EXERCISE

abilities,
ties
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"We're just not blocking. What can I say?"
There was nowhere for Corey to go in several
instances."
Bruce Coslet
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HnWWes
On Wed. Nov. 17th and Thurs. Nov. 18th,
the Wellness Connection will be distributing
survival kits for the "Great American
Smokeout." They will be available both days
from 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
The Wellness Connection
is located @
170 Health Center.
Any questions,
please call 372-9355
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525 & 507 EAST MERRY
OVER SLEEP? NO WORRY
CAMPUS IS ACROSS THE STREET
• Across from campus
• Large two bedroom apartments
• Furnished

?*2£te

• Laudry facility in build" iy
• Extra Storage
• hree water & sewer
• 9 & 12 month leases available
• Off street parking
• $585.00 for 12 months or
ecoc on,~ a
„«..
$685.00 for 9 months

www.newloverrealty.com
NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main (Our Only Office)
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for the Study of Obesity. The
study was based on data
from the National Weight
Control Registry, a repository
of information on how people
lost weight based at the University of Pittsburgh
Gerald Mishoe, a 50-yearold ,
paralegal
from
Charleston who weighed 287
pounds but has lost almost
50 pounds after a heart
attack in August, says he
exercises almost 45 minutes
a days
Mishoe said that even
after'ne was stricken he was
not sure about exercising.
His regimen now includes
strenuous workouts three
times a week at the Roper
Hospital Cardiac Rehabilitation Center.
"Anybody who was my
weight thinks about the need
to exercise. But I never found
the time to do it until I got a
wake-up call," he said. "I
think someone who is just
trying to take off weight
might be discouraged by an
hour a day."
*To send them a message
they have to do an hour a day
is going to turn them off,"
Jakicic said.

Associated Press Writer
CHARLESTON, S.C. —
Losing weight and keeping it
off may require more exercise
than previously thought —
maybe twice as much as the
30 minutes recommended,
researchers said Monday.
A study from Brown University researchers found
that 2,500 people who lost an
average 60 pounds and kept
it off for a year exercised
about an hour a day.
"We know that 30 minutes
every day is a good thing —
it's better than less than
that," said Dr. John Jakicic,
an assistant professor of
behavioral
medicine
at
Brown. "But after that what
you want is somewhere
between 30 and 60 minutes
and where that is, we're not
sure."
Dr. Rena Wing, a professor
of psychiatry and behavioral
medicine at Brown, said most
of the people studied walked
about 10 miles a week, then
did aerobics, weight lifting or
other activities.
The researchers attended
the annual meeting of the
North American Association

Bengals rated worst team In NFL
throughout the 10-week season

ATTN: STUDENTS
BEACH RESORT

Keeping pounds
off requires twice
as much exercise

352-5620
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Johnson second to win Cy Young in AL, NL
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Randy Johnson got a lqt more support from
Cy Young (voters than he did
from the Arizona Diamondbacks.
Looking past a won-lost
record that wasn't nearly as
good as Mike Hampton's, baseball writers made the Big Unit
only the second pitcher to win a
Cy Young Award in each league,
giving his a large victory Monday in voting for the National
League prize.
"I'd like to think this award
isn't solely based on wins and
losses," said Johnson, 17-9 with
a 2.48 ERA. "There was a lot
more to the season I had than
wins and losses. Quite honestly,
I feel still this was the best year
I had in my career."
He received 20 first-place
votes, 11 seconds and one third

for 134 points in balloting by
the Baseball Writers' Association of A: erica.

Hampton, who wont 22-4 for
Houston and led the NL in
wins, was second with 11 firstplace votes, 17 seconds and four
thirds for 110 points. Atlanta's
Kevin Millwood was third with
one first, four seconds and 18
thirds for 36 points.
"I don't think the voters
could have gone wrong picking
either of the three," Johnson
said.
Looking past his record,
Johnson was dominating
The 6-foot-10 left-hander led
the major leagues with 12 complete games and 364 strikeouts
in 271 2-3 innings.
He was 19 short of the
strikeout record set by Nolan
Ryan in 1973, winding up with
the fourth-highest single-season total, and struck out 10 or

"I'd like to think this award isn't solely
based on wins and losses. There was a lot to
more to the season I had than wins and
losses. Quite honestly, I feel still this was the
best year I had in my career."
Randy Johnson

I'M SI Cy Voting Award Winner
more 23 times, matching the
record Ryan set with the California Angels in 1973.
"The one thing that was the
least in his control was the
wins and losses," Diamondbacks manager Buck Showalter
said. "Scoring runs and catching the baseball, that's the
thing he couldn't control.
Thank goodness people realized
that."
Arizona scored just 11 runs
in his nine losses, and he left

four games with leads the
bullpen failed to hold.
From June 25-July 10, Johnson had a stretch of four starts
in which his team was shut out.
He allowed just six runs during
that stretch, but Arizona got
only six hits — the Diamondbacks were no-hit by the Cardinals' Jose Jimenez, one-hit by
Cincinnati, two-hit by St. I-ouis
and three-hit by Oakland.
"I didn't dwell on it," Johnson said. "I never complained

Bearcats take over top ranking
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI — The last lime
Cincinnati was ranked No. 1, a
huge letdown followed. The
Bearcats don't want it to happen
again.
The campus celebrated and
the players basked in the attention when Cincinnati was No. I
in the 1996 preseason poll. The
Bearcats hadn't been the nation's
top-ranked team in 34 years, and
they planned to enjoy it for .i
long lime.
The party ended aftei two
games Crosstown rival Xavier
beat the Bearcats op I'leir home
court, stripping away that No. 1
ranking, and the Bearcats ended
up losing in the second round of
the NCAA tournament.
That was on their minds Monday when they were voted No. 1
in The Associated Press poll lor
the first time since '9b.
"It's ]ust like in '9b when we
were No. 1. It all comes down to
producing in March," said senior
forward Ryan Fletcher. "If you
don't win in March, people real-

Iv aren't going to care that you
were a preseason No. 1 or No. 1
sometime during the season."
Players on the 1996-97 team
later admitted they spent loci
much time reading the raves and
let the attention go to their
heads. Once they fell from the
top, Ihey never got back.
"I hope we're a little better
prepared to handle it this time
around/' coach Bob Hoggins
said. "I think we'll do a better |oh
maybe Ol handling the things
that come with il than we did the
last lime."
No lar, they're handling it
much differently. They lound no
reason to read much into the
ranking.
"We haven't played any
games yet. We don't deserve
that," senior center Kenyon Martin said. "They just put us there.
We've got to prove that we
deserve it."
The Bearcats play their final
exhibition tonight against Athletes in Action, then open the
season
Saturday
against
Youngstown State. The) were

voted No. I because they have a
deep and talented front line —
lour returning regulars — and
three ol the nation's lop freshnun in the backcourt.
Muggins knows whal to
expect from his front line The
freshmen are another matter.
"I don't know how good we
are and I don't know how anybody else does, either," I luggins
said. "I think we're in the mix
somewhere, but we mav not be
in that mix until later in the year
I don't know what's going 10
happen when the freshmen have
lo lee it up."
He'll get some answers pretty
quickly. Cincinnati plays in the
His'. Island Invitational later this
month, then faces (Jon/.aga in
( leveiand and North Carolina in
the Great tight.
No one will be surprised if
Cincinnati has some problems
early.
"Right now we're probably
not even one-fifth as good as we
could be at the end of the year,"
Fletcher said. "We've got a lot of
things lo work on. That's why

this No. 1 ranking is a bit of a
surprise to me. Regardless of
how talented they are, they're
still freshmen."
And they'll have to learn
under some intense pressure.
Cincinnati knows exactly whal
it's like lo lake the court as an
unbeaten No. 1 team.
The Bearcats were the only
team to beat No. I Duke in the
regular season last year. Their 7775 upset in the Great Alaska
Shootout was the high point of a
season that ended with another
second-round NCAA tournament loss.
"There was a chance for us to
go in there and prove to everybody that we were a better team
than whal people thought we
were," I lelcher said. "II made us
the hunter rather than the hunted I think we played belter as
the underdog.
"When you're the No. 1 team
in the nation, everybody is
shooting to knock you down It
just adds to the pressure to perform every night."

about anything because I realized it was part of the game and
sometimes
whatever
goes
around comes around."
Johnson had a 1.41 ERA in
those games, but his record
dropped from 9-3 to 9-7.
"Sometimes I've pitched
extremely well and the opposing pitcher has pitched that
much better," Johnson said. "I
have respectable numbers outside the won-loss record. Unfortunately, people look at the
won-lost record and evaluate
the year or your career on that,
and it's not really fair sometimes."
Johnson, 36, joined Gaylord
Perry as the only pitchers to
win Cy Youngs in each league.
The Big Unit won the AL Cy
Young with Seattle in 1995;
Perry won with Cleveland in
1972 and with San Diego in
1978.

"To win this award in both
leagues is r-uite an accomplishment," Joh- -.on said. "I'm going
out on a limb but I'm assuming
Pedro Martinez will win tomorrow. It will be myself and Pedro
and Gaylord Perry. That's great
company."
Martinez, who won it for
Montreal in 1997, went 23-4
with a 2.07 ERA for the Boston
Red Sox this year.
Johnson, who earned a
$250,000 bonus for winning the
award, became only the second
pitcher since 1991 to break the
hold by Atlanta's Greg Maddux,
Tom Glavine and John Smoltz.
After winning for Chicago in
1992, Maddux won the next
three for the Braves; Glavine
won in 1991 and 1998, and
Smoltz won in 1996.
Hampton earned a $50,000
bonus for finishing second.

Youth Football to
continue at New Stadium
By Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI — Hamilton
County commissioners overseeing construction of the taxpayers' $404 million new stadium
for the Cincinnati Bengals insist
that youth lootball will be played
there, despite the team's concerns.
Troy Blackburn, the Bengals
director ol stadium development, had said last week that he
was concerned the playing field
al the Paul Brown Stadium —
which opens next year — could
not be readied for Bengals' home
games if youth teams ha played
on the surface a day before in
bad weather. But afler hearing
criticism, the Bengals issued a
statement Monday saying they
support youth football al the
new stadium.
"The Bengals strongly encourage youth football as the lifeline
of the National football League,
and we look forward to many
youth games being played at
Paul Brown Stadium in years lo
come. We wish to expand, not

reduce, our involvement in the
youth events we have supported
for years at Cinergy Field, and
we will work with Hamilton
County officials to do so," the
Bengals said in a statement.
The concern was that play in
unusually bad weather could
interfere with maintaining the
field standards required by the
NFL, the team's statement said.
Youth football teams have
played for years on the artificial
surface of Cinergy Field, the Bengals' current home, in a tournament the weekend after Thanksgiving. Hamilton County commissioners said the tradition
must continue when the Bengals
move into their new stadium,
despite it having a more delicate
grass field.
"Yes, it is available for peewee
football. We're going to need to
work out the details. ... The idea
of using this for other events is
exactly what we had in mind,"
county Commissioner Bob Bedinghaus said Monday.

Drop the remote and step away from the TV. Pick up
the phone and get out of town on Amtrak*. Because

GET A LIFE

right now you'll save 10% just by flashing your student
ID. If you're a member of Student Advantage* you'll
save even more. Better hurry, this offer ends soon. Call
I -800-USA-RAIL or check out www.amtrak.com.
Trains depart from the Amtrak station at 415 Emerald
Ave. in Toledo.

Not valid on pealr weekday Metrolirer® Ser.Ke.Atrto Tram® Service, joinl AmtrakvSrVIA Rail Canada services 10 or from
Ontaro. Canada Not valid on cer Utfi Thruway Ser vice Not vaW with promotcm. discounts North Amenta Hail Pass, or
Amir* Vxations Fares and routes subject to change without notice Other restnetoro. e«change/rerund tees rnay apply

Mention code H975

Trains depart from the Amtrak station at
415 Emerald Ave. m Toledo.
CALL I-800-USA-RAIL or VISIT
www.amtrak.com for more information.

SAVE 10%

NAME:
PHONE ft:
ADDRESS:
STATE:

EMAIL:
STUDENT ADVANTAGE MEMBER#:(,( appii«bi.|
S.A. members must present valid membership card.
Coupon vaki to. 10% 0* tawflt a ll*M ackA lotc* far* «^»n dudm! O 4pmemed o> .0* o*V* 0«*« tva-tab* aoVt loaer. <ar* fcc current
Sauot—t AoWftaer '■emoen Ofr.il coupon mitt be *ar.vr<dfe4 tWhei- p<hse, up txt*b 'Jo* .jt*i (or i<**t by tvji **.*-** prior* p*r*nent
or «je*-wr.e t«rtet maenrte* No pnotrxop*! or uxwW-ei -^MticWM Rnernrtiort. npoumt-l and tra.»t mutt or i"Mr November I ,9W •
|nwf IS 2000 h*eVo>JI t'j^icwrv ',©, 24 28 '9W (X 21 ?6 i999 Dec 10 lW)*i2 7000

To redeem. All out the coupon and take rt to the nearest Amtrak nation or redeem on board
For other station addreitei. check out www amtrak com

GET OUT OF TOWN,
WITH SAVINGS FROM AMTRAK®.
/

T

GrfHOrtrs*

•*o-croNcoa **n

Amtrak agenta celled coupon and return to:
Amtrah NaboruJ Ha-W,
10 G Street NC - Ird door
WMhrnrton. DC 20002

Amtrak
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TANDINGS
National Baaketbi II Asaocia lion

National Hockey League

All Tim*» ESI

All Time. EST

FOOTBALL-

EASTERN CONFERENCE

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Bowling Green 35. Ball Stale 14

Atlantic Division
Miami

Atlantic Divifion
W

L

Pet

GB

6

1

857

—

Philadelphia

BS10-10.0-91
W

L

T

RT

Pt

10

7

2

1

23

Boston

4

3

671

2

New Jersey

9

6

2

1

New York

s

4

500

2 1/2

N Y Rangers

6

10

3

0

15

Orlando

4

4

500

2 1/2

Pitta burgh

4

8

3

2

13

Philadelphia

3

4

429

3

NY Islanders

4

9

2

0

10

New J-rwy

1

5

167

4 1/2

Northeast Division

Washington

1

6

143

5

T

RT

Cleveland

4

2

667

_

Indiana

4

2

667

Toronto

4

2

667

Charlotte

4

3

571

Milwaukee

4

3

571

Detroit

2

S

286

2 1/2

Chicago

1

5

167

3

Atlanta

1

6

143

3 1/2

Central Division

W

L

21

Ptl

Ottawa

12

5

1

1

26

Toronto

10

6

3

1

24

Boston

8

6

4

0

20

Buffalo

7

9

2

0

16

1/2

Montreal

5

12

1

1

12

1/2

Southrast Division
W

L

T

RT

Ptl

Florida

9

6

2

2

22

Carolina

7

7

3

0

17

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Washington

6

8

2

1

15

Midwest Division

Tampa Bay

6

9

1

1

14

OB

1

10

2

1

9

—

W

L

Pet

San Antonio

6

1

857

_

Atlanta

Minnesota

3

1

750

1 1/2

Central Division

Utah

3

3

.500

218

Vancouver

3

3

500

2 1/2

Detroit

Dallas

3

4

429

3

St Louis

Denver

2

4

333

3 1/2

Houston

2

5

286

Pacific Division

WKSTEKN CONFERENCE
L

T

10

4

10

6

Nashville

6

4

Chicago

4

_

Northwest Division

Portland

6

1

857

6

2

750

1/2

Sacramento

3

1

760

1 1/2

Seattle

5

2

714

•Phoenix

4

3

571

Golden State

1

5

167

4 1/2

Pacific Diviaion

LA Clippers

1

5

167

4 1/2

|

7

0

0

-14

7

7

7

-31

BS

BG

First Downs

14

21

Rushes Yards (Nell

31-53

59293

Passing Yards (Net)

259

52

Passes Alt-Comp-lnt

30-19-0

1250

Total Offense Plays-yards

61-312

71-345

Punts (Number Avg 1

7-29 4

5 312

Fumbles-losl

1.]

00

Penslties-yards

650

763

Possession time

25 39

34 21

Women's CC done
The Bowling Green women's
cross-country team took 21st
out of 30 teams at the NCAA
Great Lakes Regional Meet
Saturday.
The Falcons had 559 points.
Wisconsin won the meet with
30 points outdistancing secondplace Michigan State by 80
points.
Junior Christine Thompson
took 44th in 18:13.5 to lead the
Falcons. Other BG competitors
were: Nikki Monroe (127th in
20:02). Brianna Killian (131,
20:06.3), Lisa Schroeder (132,
20:11), Cyndi Bostdorff (138,
20:23.9) and Joy Echler (139,
20:24.4).
The men's cross-country
team did not compete at the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional.

First Quarter
BSlll 43i— Dunbar. 4 run (Pucke kickl
BGI5 04I— Lewis. 11 run (Slrasser kickl
BG (2 18) — Bunsey. 24 blocked punt return (Slrasser kick.
Second Quarter
BG (12 401 — Martin. 2 run (Slrasser kickl
BS 19-201 — Reese. 31 pass from Conn
Third Quarter
BG (6 37l — Sleinke, 16 pass from Sahm 1 Slrasser kick'

W

LA Lakers

7

BO (4 6,3-51

|
1

Fourth Quarter:
RT

Ptl

3

1

24

1

0

21

9

1

1

14

9

4

1

13

W

L

T

RT

Pli

Vancouver

9

5

3

1

22

Colorado

8

7

2

1

19

l

Edmonton

5

8

5

3

18

2

Calgary

5

10

2

0

12

BGI7 58I— Hicks. 20 fumble recovery iStrssser kick 1
Individual Stats:
Rushing (BS)Dunbar, 18-48, Jones. 4-29, Wallers. 1 (minus 7|. Conn, 8-iminus 17i. <BG< Alls.
25-155. Lewis. 12 57. Martin. 10 43 Jones 5-24, Sahm, 3 9, Gibson. 1-3. Holmes. 3 2. Passing
(BSlConn. 18 29 0 254. Wallers. 11-0 5. BGi Sahm. 5 12-0-52. Receiving 1BS1 Reese. 8-94.
Place. 2-48. Schembra, 2 16, Westbrook. 213, Curnn, 1 56, DelAngel. 1 15. Siren. 110. Eck
ert. 1 5; Dunbar. 1-2.1BG1 Alexander. 2-16 Steinke. 1 16, Gerling. 1 10, Gibson. 110
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Sunday's Games

Los Angeles

11

4

4

0

26

Pluladelphis 93. Toronto 90

San Jose

11

8

2

1

25

BASEBALL

Miami 94 .New York 88

Phoenix

9

6

3

0

21

American League

Sacramento 126, De nvir 116

Anaheim

8

8

2

1

19

BOSTON RED SOX—Named Sieve Florea scout

Vancouver 109. L A Clipper* 89

Dallas

8

8

1

0

17

National League

LA Lakers 93. Atlanta 88

Mondays Sports Transactions

Overtime losses count as a loss and a regulation lie

Seattle at New Jersey, inc

Meadows
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Signed RHP I'ep Hams and 3B Jarrod Patterson and assigned

Indiana at Houston, inc

Sunday's Games

1. A Laker- at Phoe ux, inc

Edmonton 6, Chicago 3

San Antonio at Utati . inc

Los Angeles 3. Phocnnc 2

BASKETBALL

Philadelphia at Was UM|f!"ll. 7 >m

Monday's Games

ORLANDO MAGIC—Signed G Earl Boyk ns Waived F Armon Gilliam Placed F Malt Harp

Detroit at Toronto. 7 pm

Anaheim at Detroit. 7 30 pm

ing on the injured list

Charlotte at Atlanta 7 30pm

San Jose at Toronto 7 30pm

NEW JERSEY NETS— Activated G Kerry Kitlk-- from the inured li« Placed F Michael Cage

Portland at Miami. 7 30 p in

Colorado at Vancouver. 10 p m

on the injured list

Indiana at San Anto no. 8 30 p m

Tuesday's Games

HOCKEY

Houston at Dallas, 8 30pm

San Jose at Montreal. 7 30 p m

National Hockey league

NOW York at Denver 9pm

Buffalo .-it Pittsburgh. 8pm

ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—Recalled I.w leratnj .-1. venaoci from Cincinnati of the AHI

Chicago nt Gulden Stale. 10 30 pm

Calgary nt Phoenix, 9pm

Vancouver at Sacramento. 10 30 o in

Chirac, .it Los Aneeles. 10 30

them to Nashville of the PCL

Tuesday's Games

National Basketball Association

I A Clippers at Milwaukee. 8 | m

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS-Assigned R". J P Duraonl 1.1 Cleveland of the 111L
D

nt

372-6977
The BG Se»i *tll rax kno>m|ly accept ad-TniKmwiU
Hi." diwnminair of eixourtfe tfiecnmination afatintJ
an; individual of group on ibe ba»u ol race tei color.
irr-Hl istfiSB lai.onal onfiri •rutil onrntanou dn
aniliiy Htnii u a >*uran or on ibe bai.i of any othci
ief all> proiertcd Main*
I he B'> NSM rtvr>« the rt|M to on In* diwonunur
o« revue any ad. err it* mem MCII a» thote round to be
detamocrf) laxkifif in facial*! bain rrmlradinf or falte
in nature All ad-emteinemi are wbrfCi to ednini and
approval

FLORIDA MARLINS—Acquired KHP Dan Miceli from the San Diego Padres for RHP Brian

Monday's Games

Classified
Ads

FLORIDA PANTHERS—Signed RW Ray Shcopard Assigned LW Dwayne Hay to Louiarula ol

Are you Y2K Ready?
flirt J& KJtjlfa w&£^jj&
Register on time to ilDljj£&*
You should be. As fofwha
-vh9i^in particular, check out the NOW
section on Monday, Thhursoay arfnjriday in Jhe BG'Wews.
avoid future
headache.

Campus Events
CLUB COMPETITION CHEERLEADING
Clinic Nov 20. Sal 5-7prr
Tryouls To Be Announced
Location: Perry Field House, on Tun*
Skills Mounting/S'unling. Various Jumps.
Creativity
Requirements: Extensive
workout schedule, w/in commuling
distance Inr practice
2 nights a week, w/summer
competition likely
"18 members, male and female needed"
Contact Brooke 9 352-9365 or
Becky 9 353-6446
Study Abroad Pre-Departure Onentatlon
Are you studying abroad nest semester''
it so, please attend one ot these pre-departure orientation sessions
Tuesday. November 16, 7:00-9 00pm,
1103 OHenhauer West
Wednesday. November 17, 7:00-9 00pm,
1103 OHenhauer West
Call 372-0309 it you have questions.
The AMIS dub will be having a meeting to
discuss the new requirements for
accounting majors This will be held Nov
17th O 7 30 in BA 113 Nominations for
officers will begin S 8pm Pizza and pop
will be served!

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
* All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Got Web?
We Do

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green. OH « 353-2526

'I

*Os
• Daily crossword answers

•
•
•
•
•

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-071 7
Now leasing for Fall 1999
• FrazeeAve. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments

All units Include:
• 2 bedrooms • Dish Washers
• 2 baths
• Garbage Disposals
• 3 and 4 person rates available

ATTENTION:
ATTEND AN INFORMATION
SESSION ON TRAVEL ABROAD
REPUBLIC OF BENIN
(WEST AFRICA)
MAY-JUNE 2000
NOVEMBER 18
AT5:3O-6:30PM
OLSCAMP213
372-8120 OR
372-8915

..,«#

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!

Classifieds online
Archives of the Print Edition
Political cartoons & comics
Daily Horoscopes
Weather

Excerpts from Print
•
•
•
•
•

Today's News
Opinion
City & Campus
NOW Entertainment
Sports

www.b2news.com
f

.

•>.••• * m M -» «a> • -«1 * ,f» -«. .aft. a* -
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Travel

Personals

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

• 1 Spnng 8reak Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. & Florida!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed Free meal plans!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com.

FLU SEASON IS HERE!
GET YOUR FLU SHOT AT THE
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
STUDENTS: ($3.50) Oct 18-Nov. 23
Mon, Tues, Wed. and Fh:
8-11:15am and 1:30-3:30pm
Thur: 9:30-11:15am. 1.303:30pm
FACULTY, STAFF: ($7.50) LIMITED
HOURS

Unlimited tanning until Christmas, $25.
Great Chnstmas gift 6 mo unlimited,
$79. Limited time Campus Tanning. 3527889

>■*•■«•■•***••>■••*

Human Resources
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leaders ol 47 yrs has HR opportunities in the Toledo, Cleveland & Columbus areas We require a 4 yrs. college
degree, customer service A PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts We offer advancement & benefits
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022.

Valet positions avail, for holiday season in
Cleveland & Columbus. Call Qwen in
Cleveland at 216-523-1111. Call Chris in
Columbus at 1-888-469-7690 Parking
Solutions, Inc

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
. Free trips. Free Drinks, Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations, Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www. sunsplashtours.com
GO DIRECT! »1 Internet-based company
oHering WHOLESALE Spnng Break packages! Guarunteed Lowest Price! I -800367-1252. www.spnngbreakdirect com

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE NOV 17
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TRACK
AND FIELD. IF HAND-DELIVERING,
DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH. IF SENDING
ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 12 NOON

Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatlan, or
Jamaica from S399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel tree!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Into Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks com
SPRING BREAK 20M
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM(
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLDS
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
I 800-488 8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEAC0N.COM

SBX ' SBX ■ SBX

353-7732

"Will pay for graduation tickets"
Call Liz at 353-4283

Spice up
your Personal Ad
with a
Display Personal!!

1 to 2 subleasers needed for spnng semester. Close to campus. Brand new apt.
Call 353-5518.
2 Graduation Tickets Needed!
Will pay'
Call Mandy 354-7218
2 graduation tickets needed.
Will Pay
Call Brooke at 352-9394

Deadline 2 days
prior by 4:00pm.

Confidential and Canng
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

ATTN Students
On Wed Nov. 17th, and Thurs. Nov. 18th
the Wellness Connection
will be distributing Survival Kits
for the "Great American Smokeoul".
They will be available both days from
10:00am-4:00pm.
The Wellness Connection is located
9 170 Hlth Ctr. Any questions, please
call 372-9355

Personals
r A E II e T Y a f

JOIN THE GAVEL STAFF
APPLICATIONS DUE NOV 17TH. 5PM
TO THE ALPHA PHI HOUSE
1

ALL POSITIONS PAID

LOOKING FOR WRITERS. EDITORS, 4
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTORS
APPLICATIONS IN 202 WEST HALL
DUE NOV 17TH, 5PM
GET CLASS CREDIT-GET PAID!
Give lite Help infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy Any nationality
acceptable. Excellent compensation.

(800) 450-5343.

A
B

T
Alphabet!
T
A
A
E
$100 extra
E
Z
per line
Z
H
H
eiKAMNHOriPITYOXf

Add a photo or
special artwork
for as low
as $15 or $20!!!

Worried about pregnancy?''
Free Pregnancy Tests

ATTN ALL MAJORS
JOIN THE GAVEL STAFF

We now have
the Greek

Wanted

Stop in @ 204 West Hall
Call 372-6977
for more information
IT'S BURSARABLE!!

IKAMNSOnP£<t>

A
B

Personalized
Graduation Announcements
Available within 48 hours
Minimum purchase 25 pieces

Services Offered

AB

fXifYTSPnOENMAKie
Q
H

SPRING 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS. APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE OR ON THE WEB AND ARE
DUE NOV 23 INTERVIEWS WILL BE
HELD NOV. 29-30.
UAO has 4 Open Director Positions Get
involved in the Homecoming, Publicity, or
Entertainment Committees or be an IJSG
Representative for UAO Applications can
be picked up in 330 Student Union. Due
Nov 23, 1999 ^s call 372-2486

2 subleasers needed for spring sem.
Own rooms & bath. $272 50/mo. (incl cable, gas & water). Shuttle service available Call 353-8079
__^_
Female subleaser needed for spring semester 707 6th St, «7. Close to shuttle
stop, $215/month (does not include gas.
cable, and electric) Call 354-0469
NEEDED A SUBLEASER JAN THRU
MAY AT UNIV VILLAGE $250/MO
ELECTRIC ONLY. INCLUDES OWN
ROOM. AC, 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
PLEASE CALL 352-2465.
Rmte. needed. Have your own bdrm Call
353-7042. ask for Jason.
Subleaser needed for house located on
East Merry. $276 * utilities Own room
Call 352-372
Subleaser needed Jan thru May.
$237.50/mo. Electric only. Includes own
room w/balcony. Please call Christy 9
354-3141 after 9pm
Subleaser needed! $237 50 a month!
Own bedroom-very close to campus!

Call Cory at 352-6019.
Subleaser needed. Spring 00 in big house
on E Wooster Call 353-3293
Subleaser needed 1 bedroom, furnished,
spacious and close to campus.
Call 352-4792, leave a message.
Subleaser wanted. 2 bdrm. apt. 521 E
Merry «D11 Call at 352-4952
Wanted: 10 Graduation Tickets. Call
Rosie 8 265-6109 anytime.

BG NEWS SALES REPS
NEEDED FOR 2ND SEMESTER
•Need "Real experience" to get a
good job after graduation?
"Have reliable transportation?
"Goal-oriented?
"Are a Business major
of Junior status?
"Enjoy a flexible schedule?
If you answered 'yes'
to all of the above;
stop by 204 West Hall
to fill out an application.
Bring your resume!
Call Todd at 372-2606
a)******************
Customer Service
RECRUITER
Slatting tirm leader ot 47 yrs. has CS opportunities in the Toledo. Cleveland 4 Columbus areas. We require a 4 yr. college
degree, customer service & PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts. We offer advancement & benefits.
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022

Personal Care Attendant
Needed ASAP! I am a student living oncampus I need help getting ready in the
mornings & for bed in the eves, due to a
mobility impairment. These duties would
include assistance w/bathing, dressing &
transferring from the wheelchair to the
toilet & back. This position is similar to
nurse's assistant. If interested, please call
Meghan 9 372-5465.
Sales
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Staffing firm leader of 47 yrs. has entry
level outside sales opportunities. We seek
energetic sales reps with a 4 yr college
degree & customer service or sales experience.
'Salary ♦ commission
■Full benefits
"Car allowance
•Advancement opportunities
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022
Servers, Hotta A But Start
Apply in person, stop in any time to fill out
an application Outback SteakhouscFlndlay. Exit 159. off I-75 in Findlay Call
424-1510

Hiring all shifts
Full & Part Time
Insurance benefits, commission
Apply @ BP on Wooster
Want to Work For
Chicago's Best Companies?
The best entry level growth opportunities
for college students and grads. Top paying full-time and temporary positions.
' Administrative
' Customer Service
* HR & Iflarketing Assistants
' Finance Professionals
Call now to work during Winter break or to
get your career search started.!
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
888 A CAREER
acareer@advancedgroup.com

"111! Spnng Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Panma City. Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386.
1988 Nissan Sentra XE Auto . no rust, 4
dr., sedan $1500 Call 354-8051.
For Sale
Internet access thru tv-Webtv, 580 and
electnc whirlpool dryer. $100.
Call 353-6711.
Homes trom $199.30 mo. Repos. 4%
down OK. credit. For Listings 4 payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800 319-3323 ext 4558
Money Orders $.25
Payday loans, checks cashed,
Prepaid phone cards.
Fast cash, 1068 N Main St.
354-2300

T II Ii

Earn S12O0-S2000 this month part-time
and a new computer. Will train.
Call! -800-896-8727.
Help Wanted
Family Services Caseworker
Rural Opportunities, Inc. is seeking a
caseworker Case management.
community support services, and home
visits Relevant experience working with
youth and families and bilingual
English/Spanish required. Send resume
to Tracy Rodriguez. 320 W Gypsy Lane
Rd. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 or call
419-354-3548.

"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals.
Dnnks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

For Rent

BG
NEWS
Applications for Spring '99
BG News Editor «ire now being
accepted. Application forms
may be picked up at
204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 23, 1998
Teacher
Special Education Teacher-BA &
Special Education Certification Required
and 1 yr experience. Year-round position
MONROE location Salary range
S33.400-S49.400 Excellent benefits.
Send resume to: Human Resources-66
Boysville of Michigan. 8759
Clinton-Macon Rd Clinton, Michigan
49236 Include copy ol certification and
transcripts With EOE.
Teachers
P-T with F-T possibilities experience or
education preferred but will train; morning
hours and afternoon hours, weekends
and evenings off, send resume lo. Stay
and Play 3120 S. Byrne Rd.
Toledo, OH

"Houses and apartmenls 2000-2001
school year Listing available 24 hrs at
316 E. Meriy. *3. Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts available
1 bdrm apt furnished
Garbage disposal, new refrigerator.
Big closets S330/mo. 352-1798 or
ekaten 0 bgnet.bgsu.edu
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
S425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pels Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
Houses & Apts for 2000-20001
school year
1 to 4 person rentals avail
12 rno leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm-Listing at 532 Manville
Houses. 1. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May ol 2000
352-7454

Are you ([onfuifH or I'erluips
Worried that you will not finrl a job?
Do You Want to Know What
Employers look far When Hiring?

Bury it in your backyard for Y2K?

^Columbia
^flr

Six month certificate rule (APR):

5.35%
5.55%

Specials for new money only!

K itc- xut'n-v t to change * nhout notice federal re (millions require .1
dividend penalty for c;uly withdrawal (>lati Cliy l-'edeml Credit I'nion
i% federally insured by the Sjiion.il Credit I'nion Adnunmralion.
Membmhip eligibility is required $2000 minimum
.._— —
required fot special rate Rate good on monies brought
NCUA
:=!
toGCFCI from another tirurki.il institution. 10'l8/99 —~
^

Glass City Federal
Credit Union

MHH.Kliisscilyfcu.com

Or get a great rate... guaranteed!

«AIM-BOWMMG t

Executive office! 1 .vio Arrowhead l)r. • Mawnee, oil 43537 • <4l9i M7-1W0• I-HOO-837-3595
411 Superior Slrccl
Rossfbrd. Ohio 43460
(419)666 5300

IISSN Main Street
Rowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419115: 0787

I666E Broad* a>

Toledo. Ohio 43603
14I'll (ill-.1595

2214 Luke) Road
Toledo. Ohio 43613

(419)473-8201

FALL 1999 LEASING
Come sign up today!

Management Inc.

Leasing for January

UNITS GOING FAST!

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.,
215 F. Poe
Studios & huge I bdnns
Laundry on site
Rent starts at S250.
Call 353-5800

Columbia Court Apartments
(903. 907. 915. 921. 929. 935 Thurstin)

Management Inc.
Willow Home Apis.,

Unlts#48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

Heinz Apartments

830 Fourth St.
I bdrm.. gas heat. A/C.
Remodeled
Starting at $400
Call 353-5800

808.818 N Enterprise. 424.451 Frazee
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

l\

Mon thru Thurs at

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
123 S. Main Downtown BG
Phone 352-3610

5 30. 10:30, and 7 30am
on cable channel 24

See what's happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Greens
only live television news source'
►'

Ouestmns/Slory Ideas 3733997

John & Ivlarv Mura. Owner

^1
I
with this ad and package purchase
I
I
SOITHSIDK LAUNDROMAT
THE HEAT
I
904 E. W(X)STER
993 S. MAIN
I
352-3588
353-8826

THE
TANNING
CENTER

2 FREE VISITS

3 LOCATIONS

E.pir.irlov.IS. IWI

THE WASH HOI'SK
248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
l() Bens/ 2 BOOTHS

5 Btus

5 BEDS/ I BOOTH

MMeeknight

One of BG's Newest Complexes

Management Inc.

Specials

MONDAY'

BBO SpareRibs
Baked Chicken

• 3 bcdroom/2 full balhs.

•WEDNESDAY*

Prime Rib

Certified Angus Bed
•THURSDAY'

Sirloin Steak
5

NOW LEASING FOR 2000/2001
STOP BY FOR LISTING

• A/C. Fireplaces. & Microwaves

r

Watch BG 24 News!

•TUESDAY*

Mercer Manor Apartments

Mon-Fn (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am-1 pm)

7pm
111 South Hall

AfEfcCA

• Close to Campus

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Tuesday November 16, 1999

Serving BG since 1980

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished

Hours:

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

9 Parkas
* Fleece
-;- Jackets
••• vests
* Boots
=•: Thermal
Underwear
* Hats & Gloves
1* Casual Wear

Large studios.

•) I/2 -12 HK>. leases
Starts at S380- Call 353-5X00

Campbell Hill Apartments
» 2 and 3 bedrooms
> All have A/C
■ I' ■' balhs
1
Full basements

Speaker: Andrew Butts from

Open Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat. 10-5:30; Sun 12-5
Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis..
1082 Fairview

Want to I earn about Wlmt Not to
put on a Reiumr.'
\X'cll then you Need to i ome oui u>
ihe I PC! C-luh meeting and learn
Irom an eXpCfl

Winter
Wear...

Rate I APR) for $25,000 or more:

Y2K-proof
certificate!

Sportswear Company^ 1

OmtNBKIAR. INC.

Stop by our office at
IMS N. Main St. for complete listing or call .153-5800
www.wcnel.orK/~mecca

STEAK HOUSE
163 SOUTH MAIN STREET-BOWUNG GREEN-352-2595

*
/
- - m

